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Instance image retrieval aims at retrieving all the images containing the same instance that
is depicted in the query image provided by the users from an image gallery. During the
past decades, it has attracted the attention of a lot of researchers in the computer vision
area and has been successfully applied to a variety of realistic applications in the present
world. However, as one of the unsupervised learning tasks, the datasets for instance image
retrieval tasks are usually provided with no human annotations. This makes it challenging
to neither learn a reliable feature extraction model nor build precise similarity measure to
conduct retrieval. Therefore, this thesis focuses on mining more useful information within
the retrieval dataset to help achieve better retrieval performance. In particular, this thesis
unfolds its investigation on instance image retrieval from the following three aspects.
Firstly, this thesis argues that, even with the powerful deep features, uniformly apply
Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between the gallery images and the query
images is not precise enough. To address this issue, this thesis proposes a framework to
construct a query-adaptive similarity measure that captures the discriminative characteris-
tic of the given query without online training. In particular, it identifies the characteristic
of a query by aggregating the unique characteristics of proper images in a dataset. This
not only helps to build a better similarity measure to enhance retrieval but also switches
classifier training from online to offline to shorten system response time. Compared with
the existing state-of-the-art query expansion methods, our method outperforms them on
most of the instance retrieval datasets. The experiment conducted on a diffusion process
based image retrieval task also demonstrates the advantage of the proposed method.
Secondly, this thesis points out that, before the query is given, the capability of the
deep features could be further improved. In particular, this thesis argues that the irrel-
evant objects, background, and clutters in an image could largely damage the feature
representations. To deal with it, this thesis proposes a dataset-driven unsupervised frame-
work to carry out object discovery for the dataset to conduct retrieval. Specifically, this
framework timely utilizes the deep feature representation and weakly-supervised object
detection, which were not available in the previous literature. At the same time, the
conventional object detector training process is strategically decomposed into an offline
base-detector generation phase and an online detector construction phase, based on the
proposed “based-detector repository” mechanism. Because of the smart use of base de-
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tectors, the detector for each object class can be efficiently constructed to deal with large-
scale datasets. An extensive experimental study verifies the effectiveness of our frame-
work.
Lastly, both the aforementioned methods are built on pre-defined features, which are
usually extracted by a CNN model trained on an external labeled dataset. This situation
is rare in realistic settings that, there are normally no external datasets nor human anno-
tations available but a given unlabeled dataset only. This thesis aims to find a solution to
obtain reliable feature representations for instance image retrieval tasks for this situation.
In particular, upon recent self-supervised learning (SSL) techniques, this thesis surpris-
ingly shows that promising retrieval can be consistently obtained by the proposed frame-
work. In addition, it indicates that in the context of instance image retrieval, the feature
representation learned by SSL can be further strengthened by absorbing additional intrin-
sic information of a dataset. This achieves even more competitive performance versus
relevant state-of-the-art methods. An experimental study is conducted to demonstrate the
interesting properties of this novel “self-supervised learning + self-boosting” framework.
To sum up, this thesis focuses on utilizing dataset-driven approaches to improve in-
stance image retrieval performance on three specific aspects: 1) building query-adaptive
similarity measure; 2) reducing the impacts of background by discovering objects in
dataset images; 3) and training a CNN model to extract reliable feature representations
purely from within the given dataset. The experimental study on a variety of benchmark
datasets verifies the effectiveness of the proposed methods on the above three aspects.
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As one type of Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR), instance image retrieval has been
a long-standing research topic in the computer vision area for decades. Explicitly, given
a query image depicting an instance/scene, it aims at retrieving all the images containing
the same particular instance/scene from a large-scale image dataset and indexing them
according to their similarities with the query image. This task has been applied in a wide
range of practical applications in the present world, for instance, person re-identification,
remote sensing, medical image search, and online shopping. In particular, person re-
identification could help the police to efficiently find the suspect from numerous videos
and reduce the search scale; retrieving a particular remote sensing image from thousands
of images could help the researchers efficiently locate the target area and monitor its real-
time situations; medical image search could quickly detect the lesion part of the image of
a patient and helps the doctor to diagnose diseases; and search in online shopping enables
the users to effectively find more information of the target product when only an image
of that product is on hand, and consequently access to more relevant websites to enhance
the shopping experience. And due to the exponentially increasing amount of image data,
manually searching for the target images from a large-scale dataset is time-consuming or
even impractical. To save time and labor costs, an effective and efficient instance image
retrieval system becomes urgently needed to better serve people all around the world.
The key factor of making an effective instance image retrieval system lies at the quality
of feature representations of the images. In the past two decades, significant efforts have
been made to improve instance image retrieval from this aspect, and they can be roughly
categorized into hand-crafted based descriptors and CNN based deep feature representa-
tions (as shown in Figure 1.1). The early era (by the end of 2,000) of the majority of
traditional methods have been summarized by [1] via a survey. After that, the Bag-of-
Words (BoW) model was introduced to the image retrieval community, and a variety of
1
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Figure 1.1: Milestones of instance image retrieval.
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methods based on it were proposed to develop this task.
For the BoW type, hand-crafted local invariant descriptors are usually used together,
and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [2] is one of the most frequent choices.
After defining the local descriptors, this BoW type usually follows the pipeline as below:
1) Local feature extraction; 2) Codebook training; 3) Feature encoding. Following this
pipeline, a lot of methods have been proposed to improve the above three parts, and they
have largely pushed the development of instance image retrieval. However, this type
of method cannot mitigate the large computation burden brought by the generated high-
dimensional features. And it also fails to capture high-level abstract objects within the
images.
In recent years, the popularity of SIFT-based models seems to be overtaken by the con-
volutional neural network (CNN), a hierarchical structure that has been shown to outper-
form hand-crafted features in many vision tasks, including object recognition, detection,
image segmentation. In retrieval, competitive performance compared to the BoW mod-
els has been reported, even with short CNN vectors. The CNN-based retrieval models
usually compute compact representations and employ the Euclidean distance or some ap-
proximate nearest neighbor (ANN) search methods for retrieval. Current literature may
directly employ the pre-trained CNN models or perform fine-tuning for specific retrieval
tasks. Even though the CNN-based deep features have already shown their powerful fea-
ture representative capability, directly apply Euclidean distance to measure the similarity
between the images is still not precise enough. It still faces plenty of issues, such as the
domain gap, the adverse impacts of background clutter, the improper similarity measure,
and others among them that make this task still challenging.
1.2 Research Aims
This thesis focuses on building a more effective framework to improve instance image re-
trieval performance with deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The main property,
which is put into consideration in this thesis, is mining and exploring the given retrieval
dataset itself, to obtain more informative supervisory information to instruct improving
the final retrieval in different directions. In particular, the research is built according to
the following three research aims:
• Given a pre-defined feature representation for a specific retrieval dataset, build a
more effective similarity measure that is automatically adapted to each unique query
to obtain a much better retrieval performance. The proposed similarity measure
should be flexible enough to fit with a variety of different datasets, CNN deep mod-
els of different architectures, and query images in various types. In addition, the
designed measure should adequately explore the target retrieval dataset to benefit
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not only widely used query expansion techniques but also diffusion processing.
• Based on a pre-defined CNN model for feature extraction, design a framework to
discover the objects for each image in the retrieval dataset with the supervisory
information mined within the dataset itself. By doing so, a better region-based
instance image retrieval performance should be obtained and the query-relevant
object should be located simultaneously to better delineate the matched object to
the users. For the framework, it could be applied to a variety of benchmark retrieval
datasets but depends on neither external datasets nor manual annotations (except
the pre-defined CNN model).
• For a more realistic situation, the annotations of the datasets used for retrieval are
usually not available. To mimic this situation, neither external datasets nor hu-
man annotations should be given. The only available data should be the retrieval
datasets themselves. Under this restriction, to propose a framework that obtains a
good retrieval performance on the given dataset becomes the aim of this work. In
particular, the proposed framework should be simple but effective to deal with at
least the target retrieval dataset. In addition, the proposed method should be easily
applied to other retrieval datasets regardless of the nature of the image datasets.
1.3 Contributions
To dedicate the research to the above three aims, the contributions of this thesis are high-
lighted as follows.
• This thesis proposes a framework to construct a query-adaptive similarity measure
that captures the discriminative characteristic of the class of a query without online
training. In particular, we identify the characteristic of a query by aggregating the
unique characteristics of proper images in a dataset. This not only helps to build a
better similarity measure to enhance retrieval but also switches classifier learning
from online to offline to shorten system response time. In addition, considering
the importance of collecting true positive images for query expansion methods, we
also improve existing k-nearest neighbor search methods by using our “aggregating
unique characteristics” idea. This helps to improve the initial set required by these
methods with more true positives and fewer false positives. Compared with the ex-
isting state-of-the-art query expansion methods, our method outperforms them on
most of the instance retrieval datasets. The experiment conducted on a diffusion
process based image retrieval task also demonstrates the effectiveness and advan-
tage of our proposed method.
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• This thesis proposes a dataset-driven unsupervised framework to carry out object
discovery for the dataset to conduct retrieval. Specifically, this framework timely
utilizes the deep feature representation and weakly-supervised object detection,
which were not available in the previous literature. At the same time, the conven-
tional object detector training process is strategically decomposed into an offline
base-detector generation phase and an online detector construction phase, based on
the proposed “based-detector repository” mechanism. Because of the smart use of
base detectors, which act in the role of “atoms”, the detector for each object class
can be efficiently constructed. Moreover, the proposed fast generation of base de-
tectors allows our framework to work with large-scale retrieval datasets, without
affecting the quality of object detection. The extensive experimental study verifies
the effectiveness of our framework and the improved region-based instance image
retrieval. Also, an ablation study is conducted to examine the key properties of this
framework, including its robustness to newly added images and its generalization
to another dataset of a similar nature.
• This thesis proposes a solution to obtain reliable feature representations for instance
image retrieval tasks on a given dataset when there are no external datasets or hu-
man annotations. In particular, it explores a radical alternative to learn feature repre-
sentation for instance image retrieval. Upon recent self-supervised learning (SSL)
techniques, it surprisingly shows that promising retrieval can be consistently ob-
tained by this novel framework, which does not need any external models or data
and is fully conducted within a retrieval dataset. In addition, it indicates that in the
context of instance image retrieval, the feature representation learned by SSL can be
further strengthened by absorbing additional intrinsic information of a dataset. This
achieves even more competitive performance versus relevant state-of-the-art meth-
ods, while fully maintaining the advantage of no need to access external models
or data. An experimental study is conducted to demonstrate the interesting proper-
ties of this novel “self-supervised learning + self-boosting” framework for instance
image retrieval, with ablation study provided.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The following part of this thesis will be organized as follows.
Chapter 2 first reviews the conventional architectures of deep CNNs models. Then, the
previous milestone works about using CNNs to extract feature representations to conduct
retrieval are reviewed. In particular, the methods using off-the-shelf models, the meth-
ods using fine-tuned models, and other important methods improving the final retrieval
performances are reviewed. At last, this chapter reviews the commonly used evaluation
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metrics and benchmark datasets.
Chapter 3 proposes a method to construct a query-adaptive similarity measure with the
unique characteristic mined for each dataset image. The proposed measure not only helps
obtain better query expansion performances but also improves diffusion based retrieval.
Chapter 4 points out the adverse impacts brought by the irrelevant background of each
dataset image to the final retrieval performance. To address this issue, this chapter presents
a dataset-driven unsupervised object discovery framework to help locate the objects in
each dataset image. By doing so, not only the final retrieval performance but also the
search experience of the users could be improved.
Chapter 5 proposes an issue when a realistic situation is faced that, except for a given
unlabeled dataset, no external datasets or human annotations are accessible, how to obtain
reliable feature representations to conduct retrieval on the given dataset. The framework
of simply combining “Self-supervised Learning” and “self-boosting” approaches is pro-
vided to address this issue.
Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis and discusses its related future works.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter reviews key relevant works on improving the performance of deep learning
based instance image retrieval. In particular, a variety of post-processing methods, the loss
functions and pooling approaches used in the training, the works on reducing the adverse
impacts of irrelevant backgrounds are reviewed. In addition, the evaluation metric and
widely used benchmark datasets are also summarized.
2.1 CNN Deep Feature-based Instance Image Retrieval
This section reviews the works using deep feature representations to conduct instance im-
age retrieval, including different architectures of the CNN models for feature extraction,
the retrieval methods with traditional off-the-shelf models and a series of approaches to
improving the feature representations, and the ways of obtaining more powerful features
with an external dataset via fine-tuning.
2.1.1 CNN Architectures for Feature Extraction
Deep learning model has shown its powerful capability and it has been used in a wide
range of realistic applications in the world. As an important member of them, deep convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) has been more frequently used in computer vision tasks.
Generally speaking, CNN consists of a number of layers, such as convolution, pooling,
non-linearities, which could be regarded as a series of non-linear functions. Given a raw
image as input, the data usually go through CNN layer by layer from bottom to top, and
estimation will be generated as an output. The hierarchical structure and extensive param-
eterization of CNNs have led to their success in a remarkable diversity of computer vision
tasks. After the success of the architecture named AlexNet [3] on object recognition task,
plenty of different architectures with different depth, width, layers of functions are also
proposed for different tasks. As for the retrieval, there are four main models which pre-
dominantly serve as the networks for feature extraction, including AlexNet, VGG [4],
7
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GoogLeNet [5], and ResNet [6]. In the following part, these widely used architectures
will be reviewed one by one consequently.
AlexNet
As the first CNN that improves ImageNet classification accuracy by a dramatic margin
compared to the previous methods in ILSVRC 2012, AlexNet starts to attract the attention
of researchers in the computer vision community. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, it consists
of 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected (FC) layers. Its kernel sizes are 11 × 11
and 5 × 5 in the first and second convolutional layers respectively, and 3 × 3 for its last
three convolutional layers. During the training or testing phase, input images are usually
resized to a fixed size as input.
Figure 2.1: Architecture of AlexNet convolutional neural network. Image courtesy to
[3].
VGG
Different from AlexNet, VGG model has two variances: VGG-16 and VGG-19 with 13
convolutional layers and 16 convolutional layers, respectively. The main differences and
characteristics are the more layers (deeper) and competitive small size of the kernel of
their convolutional filters. In particular, for all of their convolutional layers, the kernel
is 3 × 3 in size. And instead of using single-scale images as input, VGG is trained in
a multi-scale manner where training images are cropped and re-scaled, leading to more
invariance feature representations obtained for the retrieval task.
GoogLeNet
GoogLeNet is deeper than AlexNet and VGG. Besides, it is wider but has fewer parame-
ters within its 22 layers. Specifically, GoogLeNet has repeatedly used inception modules
(shown in Figure 2.2), each of which consists of four branches where 5x5, 3x3, and 1x1
filter sizes are used. Four branches are concatenated spatially to obtain the final features
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for each module. At the same time, its intermediate layers make it possible to be deeper
than other models during the training process. With this wider and deeper structure, more
informative feature representations could be obtained to further improve instance image
retrieval.
Figure 2.2: Inception module in GoogLeNet convolutional neural network. Image cour-
tesy to [7].
ResNet
ResNet is first proposed in 2015 and it wins first place in ILSVRC-2015 competition and
outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods by a large margin. The key contribution
of this architecture is the proposed residual block (shown in Figure 2.3) which makes the
CNN model go deeper without gradient vanishing issues. In this block, skip connections
are added between convolutional layers to keep the gradient information during the train-
ing process. This effectiveness has attracted a lot of attention of researchers and ResNet
has become one of the most popular architectures used in instance image retrieval tasks.
To sum up, among the aforementioned CNN architectures for feature extraction, only
the VGG16 and ResNet101 are the widely used models due to their reliability of visual
representations. For the former, it is used at the beginning of the deep feature based
retrieval tasks and has been changed to help build attention models currently. For the
latter, it gradually becomes the dominant feature extraction model for this task due to its
powerful capability of feature representation. As to the others, they are not frequently
used for instance image retrieval tasks.
2.1.2 Retrieval with Off-the-Shelf Models
The CNN model has shown its efficiency in feature computation due to the single-pass
mode in a wide range of computer vision tasks, and this property perfectly matches the
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Figure 2.3: Residual block of ResNet convolutional neural network. Image courtesy to
[6].
requirement of image retrieval. However, to train such a model usually needs an excep-
tionally large-scale labeled dataset. In the beginning, this type of method directly utilized
a pre-defined model trained on a dataset for recognition and classification tasks to ex-
tract feature representations for retrieval images. Usually, the ImageNet dataset [8] is
most frequently used. This dataset contains 1.2 million images of 1,000 semantic object
classes and is usually thought of as being generic. Another commonly used dataset for
pre-training is Places-205 [9], which is as twice large as ImageNet but has five times fewer
classes. It is a scene-centric dataset depicting a variety of indoor and outdoor scenes.
There are limitations with this approach, such that the deep features may not outper-
form classical hand-crafted features. Most fundamentally, there is a model-transfer or
domain-shift issue between tasks, meaning that models trained for classification do not
necessarily possess features well suited to image retrieval. In particular, during model
transfer, features extracted from different layers exhibit different retrieval performances.
Experiments confirm that the top layers may exhibit lower generalization ability than the
layer before it. For example, for AlexNet pre-trained on ImageNet, it is shown that FC6,
FC7, and FC8 are in descending order regarding retrieval accuracy [10]. It is also shown
in [11], [12] that the pool5 features of AlexNet and VGG are even superior to FC6 when
proper encoding techniques are employed. In addition, the source training set is relevant
to retrieval accuracy on different datasets. To sum up, the similarity of the source and
target plays a critical role in instance retrieval when using a pre-trained CNN model. In
order to address this issue, plenty of works have been proposed.
The most straightforward idea is to extract the descriptors from the fully-connected
(FC) layer of the network [13–15], e.g., the 4,096-dim FC6 or FC7 descriptors in AlexNet.
The FC descriptors are generated after layers of convolutions with the input image, have
a global receptive field, and thus can be viewed as a global feature. It yields fair retrieval
accuracy under Euclidean distance and can be improved with power normalization [16].
However, using the fully-connected layer may result in insufficient performances since it
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lacks geometric invariance and spatial information, so the last convolutional layer can be
examined instead. Regarding each spatial column feature of the feature maps generated
by the last convolutional layer, an image is represented by a set of descriptors. To aggre-
gate these descriptors into a global representation, currently, two strategies are adopted:
encoding and direct pooling.
Encoding
Inspired by BoW model based image retrieval, encoding the spatial vectors of the convo-
lutional feature maps into a high dimensional space becomes a good choice to generate
compact features. The commonly used encoding methods include BoW [17], VLAD [18],
and FV [19].
BoW [17] is a widely adopted encoding method in which semantic similarity is mea-
sured using a standard distance metric. BoW encoding takes advantage of sparse represen-
tations, which is beneficial for fast retrieval on large-scale datasets. Let X= {x1,x2, . . . ,xt}
be a set of local features, each of which has dimensionality D. BoW requires a pre-defined
codebook C= {c1,c2, . . . ,ck}with K centroids to cluster these local descriptors, and maps
each descriptor xt to the nearest word ck. For each centroid ck, we count and normalize










1 if ck is the closest codeword for xt
0 otherwise
(2.2)
Thus BoW considers the number of descriptors belonging to each codebook k (ie.,
0-order feature statistics), then BoW representation is the concatenation of all mapped
vectors:
GBoW (X) = [g(c1), . . . ,g(ck), . . . ,g(cK)]> (2.3)
BoW representation is the histogram of the number of local descriptors assigned to
each visual word, so that its dimension is equal to the number of centroids. This method is
simple to implement to encode local descriptors, such as convolutional feature maps [20–
22]. However, the embedded vectors are high dimensional and sparse, which are not well
suited to large-scale datasets.
VLAD [18] stores the sum of residuals for each visual word. Specifically, similar to
BoW, it generates K visual word centroids, then each feature xt is assigned to its nearest
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φ(xt ,ck)(xt− ck), (2.4)
where φ(xt ,ck) as defined in 2.4. Finally, the VLAD representation is stacked by the
residuals for all centroids, with dimension (D×K), ie.,
GV LAD(X) = [. . . ,g(ck)>, . . . ]> (2.5)
VLAD captures first order feature statistics, ie., (xt − ck). Similar to BoW, the perfor-
mance of VLAD is affected by the number of clusters, thereby larger centroids produce
large vectors that are harder to index. For image retrieval, for the first time, Ng et al., [23]
embed the feature maps from the last convolutional layer into VLAD representations,
however VLAD has higher effectiveness than BoW.
The FV method [19] extends BoW by encoding the first and second order statistics con-
tinuously. FV clusters the set of local descriptors by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM),
with K components, to generate a dictionary C = {µk,εk;Σk}Kk=1, where Σk,µk,εk de-
note the weight, mean vector, and covariance matrix of the k-th Gaussian component,
respectively. The covariance can be simplified by keeping only its diagonal elements, ie.,
σk =
√
diag(Σk). For each local feature xt , a GMM is given by




ω j p j(xt)) (2.6)
where pk(xt) = N (xt ,µk,σ2k ) and ∑
K
j=1 ωk = 1. All local features are assigned into each
component k in the dictionary.
Pooling
Another approach to embedding the feature map into a compact feature is the pooling
technique, which has been widely used to generate discriminative features for retrieval.
Given a set of feature maps, sum/average pooling and max pooling are two commonly
used methods applied on convolutional feature maps. In particular, sum/average pooling is
less discriminative, because it takes into account all activated outputs from a convolutional
layer. As a result, it weakens the effect of highly activated features [24]. On the contrary,
max pooling is particularly well suited for sparse features that have a low probability of
being active. Max pooling may be inferior to sum/average pooling if the output feature
maps are no longer sparse [25].
Convolutional feature maps can be directly aggregated to produce global features by
spatial pooling. For example, Razavian et al. [26] apply max pooling on the convolutional
features for retrieval. Babenko et al. [27] leverage sum pooling with a Gaussian weighting
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Datasets # images # classes type
Landmarks [14] 213,678 672 Landmark
3D Landmark [28] 163,671 713 Landmark
Tokyo TM [29] 112,623 - Landmark
MV RGB-D [30] 250,000 300 House object
Product [31] 101,945×2 - Furniture
Table 2.1: Statistics of datasets used for fine-tuning.
scheme to aggregate convolutional features (ie., SPoC). Note that this operation is usually
followed by a L2 normalization and a PCA dimensionality reduction.
As an alternative to the holistic approach, it is also possible to pool some regions in a
feature map [26, 27], such as done by R-MAC [11], where max pooling is used to ag-
gregate some regions on feature maps. Also, it is shown that the pooling strategy used in
the last convolutional layer usually yields superior accuracy over other shallower convo-
lutional layers and even fully-connected layers.
2.1.3 Retrieval with Fine-tuned Models
Although the pre-trained CNN models achieve impressive retrieval performances, the
issue brought by domain gaps (including task domain or dataset domain) between the
dataset for pre-training and the one for retrieval still largely constrict the upper bound
of the performance for such a type. In order to address this issue, more methods based
on fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN model with an external dataset that has a similar data
nature with the target retrieval one are proposed. Different from the pre-trained models,
when a fine-tuned CNN model is utilized, a global feature representation is usually gen-
erated in an end-to-end manner without any explicit encoding or pooling process. Due to
these properties, fine-tuning based methods have become more and more popular in the
retrieval community.
As mentioned above, the nature of the datasets used in fine-tuning is the key element to
learning discriminative feature representations for the retrieval task on the target dataset.
To satisfy this crucial requirement, a variety of datasets that have similar data natures to
the target datasets for retrieval tasks have been collected. We list the statistic informa-
tion of these datasets in Table 2.1. Among them, the building-based ones are the most
widely used dataset for fine-tuning. The milestone work is [14], which collects the Land-
marks dataset via a semi-automated process: it uses Yandex search engine to collect a set
of popular landmarks images automatically first, then utilize a manual estimation to fur-
ther control the proportion of relevant images to clean the initial collection. This dataset
contains 672 classes of different architectures, and it has been demonstrated to generate
superior features via fine-tuning on landmark-related datasets such as Oxford [32] and
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Holidays [33]. However, when applying the model fine-tuned on this dataset to another
common object-based dataset, the retrieval performance drops. Another dataset named
Multi-view RGB-D dataset [30] is collected by Babenko et al., [14] as well. It contains
300 household objects to make sure the model fine-tuned on this dataset could even be
suitable for an object-based dataset like UKBench [34]. The Landmark dataset is also
cleaned by Gordo et al., [35] for fine-tuning. They utilize an automatic cleaning ap-
proach based on SIFT matching to cut off some obvious outliers to make the label more
precise. Similarly, Radenović et al., employ Structure-From-Motion (SFM) methods to
build 3D models to further pure the landmark dataset. Besides, the dataset called Tokyo
Time Machine is collected by using Google Street View Time Machine that provides the
labels according to the same places over time [29]. Different from most landmark based
datasets, Bell et al., [31] build a product dataset containing a variety of furniture. All the
above datasets have been used to fine-tune a pre-trained model to make sure the generated
feature representations have less domain gap to conduct the final retrieval on the target
retrieval dataset. At the same time, note that the generalization of the models trained
with the aforementioned datasets is also restricted by their different natures. When the
domain gap between the datasets used for fine-tuning and the ones used for retrieval be-
comes sufficiently large, the fine-tuned model could easily fail to generate reliable feature
representations for the images in the datasets used for retrieval.
The approach to generating supervisory information for fine-tuning process and the
manner of learning are two other important elements to the fine-tuning based methods.
When the class labels of the dataset used for fine-tuning are available, it is straightfor-







where yi and pi are the ground-truth labels and the predicted logits, respectively. c is
the total number of categories here. The most representative work following this type
is [14], in which AlexNet is fine-tuned on the Landmark dataset. By doing so, the fine-
tuned model generates more reliable feature representations than the one trained on Ima-
geNet and achieves much better retrieval performance on Holidays, Oxford, and Oxford-
105k [32]. Even a classification-based fine-tuning method could improve the quality of
the generated features, there still is room to improve the retrieval performance because
the learned features might be robust to inter-class variability but have difficulties in rec-
ognizing the intra-class variability. To this end, another type of learning manner named
verification-based fine-tuning is combined with classification tasks to further improve the
capacity of the fine-tuned model.
In the verification-based learning manner, the affinity information indicating similar
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and dissimilar image pairs are utilized to learn the pre-trained model via metric learning.
By doing so, the similarities among generated feature representations could be largely
kept consistent with the pre-defined affinity information, and both the inter-class and intra-
class could be involved during the training process. Normally, the similarity information
could be transformed into a pair-wise constraint or a triplet constraint. For the former, a
linear transformation matrix Si j = S(xi,x j) ∈ {0,1} indicating a pair of images is similar
or not is given as the supervisory information to train the model. Given this matrix, the
loss function could be represented as:
LW (xi,x j) = ‖SW (xi,x j)−Si j(sim(xi,x j)+m)− (1−Si j)(sim(xi,x j)−m)‖, (2.8)
where sim(xi,x j) can be the cosine function for guiding training the model and SW (xi,x j)
is the predicted similarity between image i and image j. m acts as a margin to keep a par-
ticular distance among different similarities. As for the latter, a variety of losses have been
proposed to constraint the relationships among the anchor, positive, and negative samples.
Commonly, a triplet network [36] is needed to implement such type of losses because the
distance between two distances is also introduced into the loss design. A conventional
triplet loss looks like:
Ltriplet(xa,xp,xn) = max(0,m+D(xa,xp)−D(xa,xn)) (2.9)
This loss indicates the distance of an anchor-negative pair D(xa,xn) should be larger
than that of an anchor-positive pair D(xa,xp) by a certain margin m. And it has been
widely used in a lot of previous methods [35, 37–39]. Also, the study of optimizing
the triplet loss and classification loss function simultaneously is also proposed in the
works [40, 41]. Besides the above mentioned methods, some triple loss based vari-
ants [42–47] have been proposed. In addition, there are plenty of works that directly
optimize the average precision (AP) metric using the listwise AP loss [48] to involve
more similarity relationships into the final loss function. And this kind of loss has been
proved to be capable of improving retrieval performance significantly [49, 50].
2.2 Other Important Techniques
Besides the aforementioned methods, there are also several techniques improving the fi-
nal retrieval performance from other aspects. Generally, they could be categorized into
two groups including post-processing and attention-based instance image retrieval. I will
review them in the following part respectively.
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2.2.1 Post-processing Techniques
Query Expansion
When there is no explicit user relevance feedback, query expansion (QE) [51, 52] be-
comes an effective mechanism to adaptively identify the characteristic of a query to en-
hance retrieval. Query expansion can be regarded as a kind of blind relevance feedback
retrieval [53], which automatically ”pseudo-labels” part of retrieved images according
to an initial ranking result to mimic user relevance feedback. The characteristic of a
query or its class is obtained through these pseudo-labeled examples to help construct
a query-adaptive retrieval scheme. Generally, a query expansion method contains two
crucial components: one is how to make the pseudo-labeling more precise in order to
collect the true positive/negative images, and the other is on what characteristic should
be learned with these collected images. The earliest query expansion method applied to
content-based image retrieval is average query expansion (AQE) [53]. It labels the k-
nearest neighbors of a given query as true positive images and then computes the mean
of their feature representations as a new query to refine the retrieval. Another work [54],
proposes a discriminative query expansion (DQE). It simply regards the top- and bottom-
ranked images in an initial ranking list as true positive and negative examples, respec-
tively, and trains an SVM classifier in an online manner. The projection direction of this
SVM classifier identifies the discriminative characteristic of a query and its class and is
used to realize a query-adaptive similarity measure.
Diffusion
Diffusion based post-processing methods argue that the basic retrieval approach has a
main limitation that the structure of the underlying data manifold is completely ignored
during the retrieval process. For this reason, a growing number of works [55–58] focusing
on providing context-sensitive similarities, where the derived measures exploit the context
between all elements of the dataset to improve retrieval scores are proposed. In general, all
these methods have in common, that they aim at capturing the geometry of the underlying
manifold.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of usefulness of diffusion processes for retrieval. Image courtesy
to [55].
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Most of the aforementioned methods follow the same principles: 1) the manifold de-
fined by the provided affinity matrix is interpreted as a weighted graph, where each el-
ement is represented by a node, and edges connect all nodes with corresponding edge
weights proportional to the pairwise affinity values; 2) the pairwise affinities are re-
evaluated in the context of all other elements, by diffusing the similarity values through
the graph; 3) repeatedly making random walk steps on the graph, affinities are spread on
the manifold, which in turn improves the obtainable retrieval scores. A better demonstra-
tion of the impacts on this diffusion process is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
2.2.2 Attention-based Instance Image Retrieval
Another direction on improving the capability of deep CNN features is to involve the
attention mechanism to highlight the important part of an image to reduce the impacts
of irrelevant backgrounds. A variety of methods have been proposed and they could be
roughly grouped into supervised attention-based and unsupervised attention-based image
retrieval.
Supervised Attention-based Image Retrieval
Different from most supervised learning based computer vision tasks, there are no avail-
able annotations for the locations of the objects in images in a retrieval dataset. However,
some works try to use some pre-trained saliency/detection models to give rough posi-
tions of the objects. This type is built on the assumption that the object-classes for the
retrieval dataset are similar to the ones used to train the saliency/detection models, or
they just directly ignore the domain gap but believe these pre-trained models could work
well on the retrieval dataset as well. Following this assumption, some of them utilize a
pre-trained saliency model to generate a mask indicating the important part of an image,
then the mask is used to re-weight the obtained convolutional feature maps to obtain the
final feature representations [59–63]. However, the domain gap issue still largely strict
the accuracy of the detection, leading to limited improvement on the final retrieval perfor-
mance. Other works have more prior knowledge that not only an external dataset having
similar data nature with the retrieval dataset, but also the corresponding bounding box
annotations for the objects are accessible. Then a more effective detection model could
be trained based on this dataset to be directly utilized on the retrieval dataset to locate
the objects [39, 64]. Even these models could be better applied to the retrieval dataset, to
manually collect and annotate such an external dataset is still label-intensive.
Unsupervised Attention-based Image Retrieval
Another line strictlys follow the unsupervised learning settings of most retrieval tasks.
Some works in such type sufficiently utilize generic region proposal approaches [65, 66]
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Figure 2.5: Example images in UKBench.
Figure 2.6: Example images in Holidays.
or straightforward grid-partition scheme [11] to provide a set of potential positions for
the objects appearing within the image. But due to the lack of any information from the
retrieval dataset, these methods fail to precisely locate the query-relevant objects or obtain
too many potential regions leading to a time-consuming retrieval process. To address this
issue, some works focus on mining more effective information from within the given
retrieval dataset itself to provide useful supervision to locate the objects [67].
2.3 Performance Evaluation
This section reviews eight commonly used benchmark datasets for instance image re-
trieval and three widely used evaluation metrics.
2.3.1 Commonly Used Benchmarks
The benchmark datasets, UKBench [34], Holidays [33], Oxford [32], Paris [68], ROxford,
RParis [69], INSTRE [70], flickr100k [68], are reviewed in the following part.
UKBench
UKBench consists of 10,200 images of various objects. The whole dataset has 2,550
groups of images. Each group includes four images of the same object from different
viewpoints or illumination conditions. Each image in the dataset can be used as a query
image, thus the number of query images is 10,200. Some visual examples are demon-
strated in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.7: Example images in Oxford.
Figure 2.8: Example images in Paris.
Holidays
Holidays consists of 1,491 images collected from personal holiday albums. Most images
are scene-related. The dataset comprises 500 groups of similar images with a query image
for each group. In each group, the first image is used as a query image for performance
evaluation. Some visual examples are demonstrated in Figure 2.6.
Oxford
Oxford has the images crawled from Flickr with 11 different landmarks in Oxford within
it. There are 5,062 images in total to form this dataset. For each landmark, five images
with different views are used as query images, so that 55 query images are used together.
Each dataset image is assigned one of four labels, good, ok, junk, or bad. The first two
labels are true matches to the query, while “bad” denotes the distractors. In junk images,
less than 25% of the objects are visible, or they undergo serve occlusion or distortion, so
these images have zero impact on retrieval accuracy. Some visual examples are demon-
strated in Figure 2.7.
Paris
Paris is featured by 6,412 images crawled from 11 queries on specific Paris architecture.
Each landmark has five queries, so there are also 55 queries with bounding boxes. The
dataset images are annotated with the same four types of labels as Oxford. Two major
evaluation protocols exist for Oxford and Paris. Some visual examples are demonstrated
in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.9: Example images in INSTRE.
ROxford and RParis
ROxford and RParis are two datasets revised from Oxford and Paris. After correcting
false annotations and adding more queries, they contain 4,993 and 6,322 gallery images,
respectively. In addition, the ground truth of an image is relabelled as “easy”, “hard”,
“unclear”, or “genative” based on its quality of depicting a query instance.
INSTRE
INSTRE consists of 28,543 images belonging to 250 different object classes. More pre-
cisely, 100 classes of them are retrieved from online sources, 100 classes are taken by
the dataset creators, and 50 classes containing the objects belonging to two categories.
A widely used protocol is made by [56], it partitions this dataset into 1,250 queries with
five per class. And all the remaining 27,293 images form the gallery dataset. Some visual
examples are demonstrated in Figure 2.9.
Flickr100k
Flickr100k contains 99,782 high resolution images searched from Flickr’s 145 most popu-




Recall denotes the ratio of returned true matches to be total number or true matches in
the database, while precision refers to the fraction of true matches in the returned images.
Given a subset of n returned images, assuming there are np true matches among them,
and a total of Np true matches exist in the whole database, then recall @n(r@n) and
precision @n(p@n) are calculated as np/Np and np/n respectively. In image retrieval,
given a query image and its rank list, a precision-recall curve can be drawn on the (preci-
sion, recall) points (r@1, p@1),(r@2, p@2), . . . ,(r@N, p@N), where N is the number
of images in the database.
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Average Precision and Mean Average Precision
To more clearly record the retrieval performance, average precision (AP) is used, which
amounts to the area under the precision-recall curve. Typically, a larger AP means a higher
precision-recall curve and thus better retrieval performance. Since retrieval datasets typ-
ically have multiple query images, their respective APs are averaged to produced a final
performance evaluation, ie., the mean average precision (mAP). Conventionally, we use
mAP to evaluate retrieval accuracy on the Oxford5k, Paris6k, and Holidays datasets.
N-S Score
The N-S score is specifically used on the UKBench dataset. It is equivalent to pre-
cision@4 or recall@4 because every query in UKBench has four true matches in the
database. The N-S score is calculated as the average number of true matches in the top-4
ranks across all the rank lists.
2.3.3 State-of-the-art performance
To give a better whole picture of the performance on the recent retrieval field, the ex-
isting state-of-the-art performance on all the aforementioned datasets are listed in Ta-
ble 2.2. Note that, these performances are obtained under various settings, some of them
are obtained before utilizing any post-processing techniques with different feature extrac-
tion models, such as VGG16 and ResNet101. Some of them are obtained after applying
different kinds of post-processing techniques, including query expansion, diffusion, and
GCN-based fine-tuning. The table is given to simply provide a better whole picture of the
current retrieval tasks, but not to directly make a fair comparison.
Holidays Oxford Paris ROxford RParis INSTRE
90.9 [71] 96.2 [57] 97.8 [57] 74.2 [72] 84.9 [72] 82.4 [73]
Table 2.2: Performance (by mAP) of the existing state-of-the-art methods on the widely
used retrieval benchmark datasets.
Chapter 3
Image Retrieval by Aggregating
Sample-based Discriminative
Characteristics
The work of this chapter has been published in 2018 ACM on International Conference
on Multimedia Retrieval (ICMR 2018).
Identifying the discriminative characteristic of a query is important for image retrieval.
For retrieval without human interaction, such characteristic is usually obtained by aver-
age query expansion (AQE) or its discriminative variant (DQE) learned from pseudo-
examples online, among others. In this chapter, we propose a new query expansion
method to further improve the above ones. The key idea is to learn a “unique” discrim-
inative characteristic for each image in the dataset (query images are not needed) in an
offline manner. During retrieval, the characteristic of a query is obtained by aggregating
the unique characteristics of the query-relevant images collected from an initial retrieval
result. Compared with AQE which works in the original feature space, our method works
in the space of the unique characteristics of dataset images, significantly enhancing the
discriminative power of the characteristic identified for a query. Compared with DQE, our
method needs neither pseudo-labeled negatives nor the online learning process, leading to
more efficient retrieval and even better performance. The experimental study conducted
on seven benchmark datasets verifies the considerable improvement achieved by the pro-
posed method, and also demonstrates its application to the state-of-the-art diffusion-based
image retrieval.
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3.1 Introduction
Instance image retrieval aims to retrieve images that contain an object similar to the one
presented in a query image submitted by users. In the past decade, the performance
of instance retrieval has been significantly improved by utilizing various powerful vi-
sual representations, especially the recent ones based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [74–78]. Nevertheless, even with the state-of-the-art CNN-based feature rep-
resentation [79–81], simply applying a Euclidean search for retrieval still cannot obtain
satisfying performance, because it does not fully take the characteristic of a query into
account. In other words, for a given query, an ideal retrieval scheme should adaptively
identify its characteristics and utilize them to search for query-relevant images. To achieve
this goal, a set of query-adaptive methods have been developed in the literature, and they
can be roughly categorized into the following three groups.
The methods in the first group focus on using multiple visual features and aim to design
an adaptive feature fusion scheme with respect to a query. A rule for adaptively combin-
ing multiple features, therefore, needs to be learned [82, 83]. However, how to adapt a
retrieval scheme in the case of a single feature is not the focus of these methods. Also,
they are less relevant to our work when compared with the following two groups. The
second group consists of the methods using user relevance feedback. With a human in the
loop of retrieval, the feedback of users provides more precise and straightforward infor-
mation, for example, true positive and true negative images, for learning the characteristic
of a query and its class adaptively [84]. During the past two decades, plenty of methods
have been developed for this scenario, and there has been a large body of literature [85].
However, this kind of feedback requires human users to manually label the retrieved im-
ages, and such interaction is not always available for a retrieval task. In this chapter, we
do not assume the availability of such feedback, and our work is more related to the third
group introduced as follows.
When there is no explicit user relevance feedback, query expansion (QE) [51, 52] be-
comes an effective mechanism to adaptively identify the characteristic of a query to en-
hance retrieval. Query expansion can be regarded as a kind of blind relevance feedback
retrieval [53], which automatically ”pseudo-labels” part of retrieved images according to
an initial ranking result to mimic the user relevance feedback. The characteristic of a
query or its class is obtained through these pseudo-labeled examples to help construct a
query-adaptive retrieval scheme. Generally, a query expansion method contains two cru-
cial components: one is how to make the pseudo-labeling more precise to collect the true
positive/negative images, and the other is on what characteristic should be learned with
these collected images. The earliest query expansion method applied to content-based im-
age retrieval is average query expansion (AQE) [53]. It labels the k-nearest neighbors of
a given query as true positive images and then computes the mean of their feature repre-
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sentations as a new query to refine the retrieval. Another work [54], which is most related
to ours, proposes a discriminative query expansion (DQE). It simply regards the top- and
bottom-ranked images in an initial ranking list as true positive and negative examples,
respectively and trains an SVM classifier in an online manner. The projection direction
of this SVM classifier identifies the discriminative characteristic of a query and its class,
and is used to realize a query-adaptive similarity measure.
Although the existing query expansion methods (e.g., AQE and DQE) dramatically im-
prove the retrieval performance, this chapter proposes a new query expansion method to
further improve them in the following aspects. Specifically, for AQE, it works on the
original feature representations and does not effectively exploit the unique characteris-
tic of each image when compared with the remaining ones in a dataset. For DQE, the
limited pseudo-labeled negative examples usually cannot faithfully represent the class of
true negatives, and this degrades the quality of the trained SVM classifier. In addition,
training a classifier online prolongs the retrieval process and therefore affects its real-
time performance usually required. To address these issues, we actively learn the unique
characteristic (e.g., with the well-known Exemplar-SVM [86]) of each image in a dataset
with respect to the remaining ones. The characteristic of a query (again as a projection
direction) is then obtained by aggregating the unique characteristics of the images col-
lected as “true positive” ones. Such a direction plays a role similar to the weight vector
of the SVM classifier in DQE to indicate the discriminative characteristic of a query and
its class. Hence, it can produce better retrieval than the averaged relevant feature repre-
sentations used by AQE. Compared with DQE, our method does not need to pseudo-label
any true negatives or perform an online learning of the classifier. This advantage is again
attributed to our idea of exploiting the unique characteristic of each dataset image, which
can be readily learned in an offline manner. In this way, only the aggregation of some
unique characteristics needs to be performed online, which makes the computational cost
of our method as light as that of AQE and the retrieval performance better.
Besides, note that similar to AQE our method also critically depends on collecting
true positive images. To achieve this, advanced k-nearest neighbor search methods have
been developed, for example, the work in [87, 88]. Both search methods require a good
enough initial set of k-reciprocal neighbors with respect to a query. Nevertheless, this
requirement may not be met in practice due to the lack of sufficient true positives and
the wrong inclusion of true negatives in this set. In this chapter, we again exploit our
“aggregating unique characteristics” idea proposed above to enhance the quality of this
initial set. This not only improves the overall performance of our whole method but also
allows us to maximally utilize the potential of such an idea.
In addition, our method essentially gives rise to a better similarity measure between
images. It can therefore be applied to any scenario where image similarity needs to be
evaluated. For example, the diffusion process has recently produced the state-of-the-art
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performance for image retrieval by working with deep convolutional feature [89]. One
key component of the diffusion process, in this case, is to construct an affinity matrix
over an image dataset. To demonstrate the usefulness of our method, we also apply it to
construct this affinity matrix to further improve the retrieval performance of the diffusion-
based method.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
1. We propose to identify the characteristic of a query by aggregating the unique char-
acteristics of proper images in a dataset. This not only helps to find more discrimi-
native characteristics to enhance retrieval but also switches classifier learning from
online to offline to shorten system response time.
2. Considering the importance of collecting true positive images for query expansion
methods, we also improve existing k-nearest neighbor search methods by using
our “aggregating unique characteristics” idea. This helps to improve the initial set
required by these methods with more true positives and fewer false positives.
3. To show its usefulness, we apply the proposed method to construct the affinity ma-
trix of the state-of-the-art diffusion-based image retrieval and this further improves
its performance.
4. Experimental study is conducted on seven benchmark data sets to verify the effec-
tiveness and advantage of the proposed method. As demonstrated, the proposed
method achieves the overall best retrieval performance when compared with exist-
ing methods such as AQE, DQE, and other related ones.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce the related
work in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the detail of the proposed method and its
application to the diffusion process. Experimental study and result analysis are presented
in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 draws the conclusion of the chapter.
3.2 Related Work
There are three lines of literature that are related to our work. We first give the overview
of query expansion methods that are related to the proposed method. Then, Exemplar-
SVM [86] which we utilize as our tool to learn the unique characteristic of each dataset
image is reviewed. At last, as an application to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method, diffusion-based image retrieval is introduced.
After firstly being brought into content-based image retrieval by Chum et al. [53], query
expansion (QE) has become a widely used post-processing for instance retrieval tasks to
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improve the performance. As introduced in Section 3.1, AQE labels the k-nearest neigh-
bors of a query as the positive images and generates a new feature vector by averaging the
features of these positives to refine the retrieval. In this method, the feature representation
of each positive is regarded as a portion of the characteristic of the query and its class,
and the averaging operation enriches the characteristic to help enhance the representation
of the query. However, the enriched representation does not necessarily contain sufficient
discriminative information that compares this query to the rest of the dataset images. DQE
obtains the discriminative characteristic of a query and its class by training an SVM classi-
fier based on ”pseudo-labeled” positives and negatives in an online manner. Even though
the retrieval performance benefits from the discriminative characteristic, the effectiveness
of the classifier could be compromised by the poor precision of ”pseudo-labeling” and
the limited number of training samples. Besides, the online training delays the retrieval
response. On the other hand, the underlying relationship among top-ranked images, such
as the reciprocity of samples, has been utilized to build the re-ranking list for dataset im-
ages. Qin et al. [88] re-rank the dataset images by separating them into a ”close set” and a
”far set”. They enlarge an initial ”close set” by searching more the k-reciprocal neighbors
of the images in the ”close set” to form the final ”close set” related to a query. There are
also several query expansion methods [87, 90] built upon the analysis of the underlying
relationship among dataset images. However, for either the discriminative characteristic
aspect or the query-relevant image collection aspect, there is still room to improve.
Exemplar-SVM is proposed by Malisiewicz et al. [86] to solve object detection tasks.
This method is based on a simple but effective idea to learn a separate classifier for each
exemplar in a category. By combining and calibrating the classification results of all sep-
arate classifiers corresponding to the exemplars belonging to a specific category, a power-
ful detector is built based on the refined classification score. For each separate classifier’s
training, the exemplar is regarded as the only positive sample and a large number of im-
ages that do not contain any instances of the exemplar’s category are collected as negative
samples. This training scheme gives the Exemplar-SVM classifier two properties: 1) it
gives the ensemble of multiple Exemplar-SVM classifiers the capability of generalization;
2) as shown in [86], the weight vector of the Exemplar-SVM can be used for similarity
measure by projecting the feature representations of images along with it when the exem-
plar is seen as the query. These two properties perfectly match the design of our proposed
method, and we will further explain it in Section 3.3.2.
Diffusion process is an effective mechanism to improve image retrieval accuracy, which
propagates the similarities among dataset images through an affinity matrix [91, 92]. The
affinity matrix is built offline with the similarity between each pair of dataset images,
and the retrieval performance largely depends on the quality of this affinity matrix. Even
though many successful methods of diffusion process have been proposed to improve
retrieval performance, such as [89, 93, 94], the similarity measure that calculates the
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similarity between each pair of dataset images has not been paid enough attention. Our
work utilizes the proposed similarity measure to build a better affinity matrix to further
improve the performance of image retrieval.
3.3 Proposed Method
3.3.1 The Basic Idea
As introduced above, the discriminative query expansion (DQE) [54] offers a query adap-
tive projection direction wq which is learned online with query-relevant and -irrelevant
images obtained via an initial ranking result. The main drawback of this method is that,
the labels offered by the initial ranking are not accurate enough and the number of the
training samples is small, so that the SVM classifier learned based on these samples may
not well identify the discriminative characteristic of the query and its class. In addition,
the time cost for training that SVM classifier delays the response of a retrieval system.
Our motivation is that, if we can identify a query adaptive projection direction without
any online training to contain more discriminative characteristics of the class of query,
then the issues of effectiveness and efficiency can be solved simultaneously.
Our idea is based on an assumption that, the discriminative characteristic of a semantic
concept (e.g., dog, train, or chair) can be viewed as a combination of the unique charac-
teristic corresponding to each sample belonging to that concept. For instance, in a visual
recognition task, a classifier that recognizes the category ”dog” should be trained based
on many different dogs, that offer various views, illuminations, occlusions, and species to
form and enrich the concept ”dog”. This assumption is enlightened by [95] which tries to
construct a classifier for an unseen class by a weighted combination of classifiers trained
for related seen classes. Then we argue that the unknown discriminative characteristic of
the class of query could also be obtained by properly combining the unique characteristics
of the images that are related to the query.
According to the assumption, the proposed query adaptive projection direction is built
with the following three components: 1) learn the unique characteristic of each dataset
image offline; 2) search for query-relevant images from a dataset to find the images that
most likely belong to the class of query; 3) collect the unique characteristic of each of the
obtained images to form the discriminative characteristic of the class corresponding to the
query image.
3.3.2 Unique Characteristic of Each Image
We utilize the Exemplar-SVM [86] to obtain the unique discriminative characteristic of
each dataset image for the following reasons: 1) the Exemplar-SVM is able to identify the
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discriminative information of an individual sample with respect to a large number of neg-
atives; 2) according to the first property we introduced for Exemplar-SVM in Section 3.2,
it has strong generalization capability so that ensemble will not compromise the classifi-
cation efficiency. This satisfies the idea that we want to combine unique characteristics to
obtain the characteristic of the query and its class; 3) the authors of [86] have shown that
the learned Exemplar-SVM weight vector can be used to define a good distance function.
This capability is what we need in our retrieval task.
More specifically, in a dataset X := {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}, for each dataset image xi, we train
a separate linear SVM classifier that treats xi as the only positive training sample and all
the other dataset images Ni := {X \xi} as the negative ones:
Ωi(w,b) = ‖w‖2 +h(w>xi +b)+C ∑
x j∈Ni
h(−w>x j−b) (3.1)
where w denotes the classifier weight vector, and the hinge loss function h(x)=max(0,1−
x) is used. Each weight vector wi is normalized to a unit length to represent the unique
discriminative characteristic corresponding to the dataset image xi.
There is one difference between the proposed and original Exemplar-SVM. That is we
cannot guarantee that the negatives (i.e., the remaining dataset images) do not contain any
instances belonging to the exemplar’s class. Theoretically, if they do, the performance of
image retrieval could be affected. However, it is found that the proposed method still pro-
duces a promising result in all the experiments. Theoretical justification for its robustness
will be provided in the extended version of this work.
3.3.3 Search for Query-relevant Images
Since the unique characteristic of each dataset image has been obtained, the following part
of our method is to find as many true query-relevant images from the dataset as possible.
Intuitively, the simplest approach is to collect the query’s k-nearest neighbors as the
query-relevant set. This approach is used in AQE [53], and since different query has a
different number of relevant images, the parameter k can only be given empirically. The
concept of k-reciprocal neighbors, which describes the relationship that two samples are
the k-nearest neighbors to each other, has been used to better evaluate the relevance of
dataset images to a query as R(k,q). For example, Qin et al. [88] propose an approach
called hello neighbor (HN) to form a query-relevant set, which they call ”close set”, by
searching for more relevant images satisfying two conditions to enlarge an initial set.
In addition, Delvinioti et al. [87] define a query-relevant set Rs(k,q) with a more strict
bound with the k-reciprocal neighbors according to a query. Even though the reciprocity
relationship keeps more false positives (query-irrelevant) out of the query-relevant set, the
precision of the search approach can still be improved.
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Since the proposed query-relevant image search approach is modified based on HN,
we firstly have a quick review of the ”close set” forming part in HN method. In order
to form the ”close set”, an initial ”close set” Cq,t0 (t0 denotes the index of search round)
is formed with the k-reciprocal nearest neighbors of the query. Then they search for the
dataset images that satisfy one of two conditions to enlarge the set. For each image x ∈
Cq,t0 , add its k-reciprocal nearest neighbors when it satisfies: 1) the set of its k-reciprocal
nearest neighbors R(k,x) contains more than half of the images in the initial set, i.e.
|Cq,t0
⋂
R(k,x)| > 12 |Cq,t0|; 2) the neighborhood would add less unknown samples than
the known ones, i.e. |Cq,t0
⋂
R(k,x)|> |R(k,x)\Cq,t0|. This search strategy repeats from
t0 to t2 to ensure that the ”close set” includes enough true positive images.
Nevertheless, since the number of true positives varies with different queries, a fixed
parameter k chosen for all queries will lead to an unsatisfied search result. Besides, the
reciprocal relationship cannot guarantee the good precision of collecting true positives in
the initial set, which further affects the final search accuracy. To improve that situation,
we, therefore, modify the HN search strategy by the following approach.
We first replace the parameter k with a similarity threshold Tsa to select the dataset
images that have a higher similarity than this threshold to form the initial set, that is
Cq,t0 := {x|s(q,x)> Ts} (3.2)
where s(q,x) denotes the similarity between image x and image q by an inner product.
This process assigns a different number of query-relevant images to different queries to
form an initial set. However, sometimes this process still cannot guarantee to collect
enough true positives. Therefore, we decide to utilize Exemplar-SVM to search for true
positives in this case. As verified in [86], each Exemplar-SVM weight vector can be used
for similarity measure when the corresponding exemplar is regarded as a query. When
the number of query-relevant images collected by the approach in Eq. (3.2) is less than
a pre-set threshold Ns, we will utilize Exemplar-SVM to search for true positives. To
enhance the capability of Exemplar-SVM, we average the Exemplar-SVM weight vectors
of the query’s several (for example, two is uniformly used in this work) nearest neighbors
to form a projection direction as we = 12 ∑i wi, where wi corresponds to the image xi ∈
N (2,q). The projected score s(q,x) = w>e x is utilized to re-rank the dataset images. The
top-Ks images are then chosen to form the initial query-relevant set when the approach in
Eq. (3.2) fails (i.e., when the number of collected query-relevant images is less than Ns).
Figure 3.1 gives an example for this Exemplar-SVM based re-ranking method to form
an initial ”close set”.
After constructing the initial set for a query, we add new samples to enlarge the initial
aSince all the feature representations in our method are normalized and the inner product operation is
used as the similarity measure, the range of Ts is [-1,1].
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Figure 3.1: The initial “close set” formed based on an inner product (top) and our pro-
posed Exemplar-SVM based method (bottom).
set with three rounds. Different from HN [88], we do not keep the parameter k fixed
during the three search rounds but make it change with the number of newly added images
in each round as kt+1 = |Cq,t+1 \Cq,t |. This modification reduces the impact brought by
the samples in Cq,t in the last search round. In addition, if the neighbors of an image
have been searched, then this image will be ignored in the next search round to avoid the
repetitive search. So, we separate the query-relevant set into ”active” Cact and ”inactive”
Ciac sets. For the initial set, all the images are labeled as ”active”. Then for each round,
only the images newly added in the last round are assigned into the active set and involved
in the search in this round. After three search rounds, all added samples and the initial set
form the final query-relevant set together.
The detail of our search approach is shown in Algorithm 1.
3.3.4 Aggregating the Unique Characteristics
This section describes how we combine the unique characteristic of each image in a
dataset to form the discriminative characteristic of the class corresponding to a query. The
unique characteristic of each image that belongs to a class can be regarded as a specific
representation of that class. The dataset images collected by our query-relevant image
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Search Strategy
Cact ← Cq,t0 , Ciac← /0;;
for t← 0 to 2 do
k← |Cact |;
for x ∈ Cact do
if |Cact ∩R(k,x)|> 12 |Cact | or |Cact ∩R(k,x)|> |R(k,x)\Cact | then
add R(k,x)∪Cact to Cq,t+1;
Ciac← x
Cact ← Cq,t+1 \Ciac
search approach can be treated as some sampled data from the class of the query. Fol-
lowing the simplest and most intuitive way, we estimate the characteristic of the class by
averaging these unique characteristics. In our method, the classifier weight vectors of the
images from the query-relevant set are averaged to form the discriminative characteristics








where wi means the weight vector learned with an Exemplar-SVM, and Cq denotes the
query-relevant set. Certainly, there could be many other ways to better estimate wq, and
we leave this investigation to our further work. With the final aggregated query-adaptive
projection direction wq, the value w>q x is used to sort all dataset images for retrieval.
3.3.5 Application to Diffusion Process based Image Retrieval
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed query-adaptive similarity mea-
sure, we apply our method to diffusion process, which achieves the state-of-the-art re-
trieval performance. We first have a quick review of the diffusion method in [89].
Instead of calculating the similarity between each pair of dataset images, Iscen et
al. [89] only use the similarity between each dataset image xi and its k-reciprocal neigh-
bors x j ∈ R(k,xi) to form the affinity matrix. This design makes the matrix sparse to
save a lot of computational time and is efficient to be applied to regional feature based
diffusion process. In detail, for a dataset X := {x1, . . . ,xn} ⊂ Rd , the affinity matrix
is defined as A = (ai j) ∈ Rn×n which consists of the elements of pairwise similarities
between the points of X :
ai j := s(xi,x j),∀(i, j) ∈ [n]2 (3.4)
where [n] := 1, . . . ,n and s(., .) is a similarity measure such as x>i x j. Usually, this affinity
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matrix is normalized as:
S := D−1/2AD−1/2 (3.5)
where D := diag(A1n) is the degree matrix of the graph corresponding to A. Let a vector
y ∈Rn denotes the similarity between a query and all dataset images. In this vector, only
the similarity between the query and its k-nearest neighbors are kept but all the remaining
ones are set as zero. This vector is defined as:
yi = sk(xi|q),∀i ∈ [n] (3.6)
With a probability 0 < α < 1, one jumps to an adjacent vertex of this graph according to
the distribution stated in S. Zhou et al. [91][96] proved that, the final ranking score can
be obtained as
f∗ = (1−α)(In−αS)−1y. (3.7)
We focus on building a better affinity matrix A with the similarity measure proposed
by us. For each dataset image xi, we first collect its k-reciprocal nearest neighbors
x j ∈R(k,xi). Then we calculate the similarity between xi and each x j with the learned
Exemplar-SVM weight vectors as follows: Firstly the Exemplar-SVM weight vector of










where w j corresponds to the image x j ∈ N (kdi f ,xi). Then the similarity between the
image xi and each neighbor image x j is computed as:
s(xi,x j) = exp(−w̄>di f (xi−x j)) (3.9)
where w̄di f is the wdi f normalized to the unit length.
3.4 Experimental Result
The experiment aims to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach at the following
aspects:
i) By aggregating the learned unique characteristics of the dataset images belonging to
a query’s class, whether it can capture its discriminative characteristic;
ii) Whether the query-relevant set formed by our approach contains enough true positive
images and fewer false positive images.
iii) With the combination of the unique characteristic learning approach and the query-
relevant set search approach, will the retrieval performance be improved?
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iv) By applying the proposed query-adaptive similarity measure to diffusion-based
image retrieval, can we further improve its performance?
3.4.1 Experimental Settings
Datasets
The experiments are conducted on seven image retrieval benchmarks, which are Ox-
ford5k [97], Paris6k [98], Oxford105k, Paris106k, INSTRE [99], Holidays [100], and
Ukbench [101]. Oxford5k consists of 5,063 images corresponding to 11 distinct build-
ings in Oxford, England. Paris6k contains 6,392 images containing particular landmarks
in Paris. For both of them, the bounding boxes of 55 images in the dataset are cropped as
queries. In order to extend the experiments to large-scale datasets, 100k distractor images
from Flickr [97] are added to form datasets Oxford105k and Paris106k, respectively. The
dataset INSTRE is an instance retrieval dataset that contains various objects with different
scales, rotations, and occlusions. It consists of 28,543 images belonging to 250 different
object classes. More precisely, 100 classes of them are retrieved from online sources, 100
classes are taken by the dataset creators, and 50 classes contain the objects belonging to
two categories. We follow the protocol used in [89] to partition this dataset into 1,250
queries with five per class. And all the remaining 27,293 images form the gallery dataset.
Holidays dataset consists of 1,491 holiday photos of 500 categories of scenes or objects.
One image of each category is picked as a query. The dataset Ukbench contains 10,200
images of 2,550 indoor objects, and each indoor object has four images. One image of
every indoor object is chosen as a query. For the first six datasets, the mean average pre-
cision (mAP) is used to measure the retrieval performance. The metric for Ukbench is
called N-S score which counts the average recall of top-4 images in a ranking result.
Representation
Since CNN-based features have taken over the traditional hand-crafted features, we focus
on global feature representations extracted by CNN models. In particular, R-MAC [102]
feature representation extracted with a fine-tuned VGG19 architecture is used to describe
images for all datasets. In order to verify the robustness of the proposed method, an-
other feature representations extracted with ResNet101 architecture [103] is utilized in
our experiments for all datasets as well. For the first five datasets, we directly download
these two features extracted by [89]b. And we extract the features of images in the last
two datasets, Holidays and Ukbench, with the architectures offered in [102, 103]. All
experiments are conducted with these two features.
bftp://ftp.irisa.fr/local/texmex/corpus/diffusion/data/
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Figure 3.2: mAP performance based on a query-relevant set formed by different per-
centage of true positive (TP) samples. R-MAC representations in [102] is used as the
feature representation on all the five datasets.
3.4.2 On the Discriminative Ability of the Aggregated Characteristic
To demonstrate that the aggregated direction is more capable of capturing the discrimina-
tive characteristics of the class of a query, we compare different query expansion methods
including AQE [53], DQE [54], and the unique characteristics obtained with Exemplar-
SVM (ExE) based on the query-relevant sets. In order to eliminate the impact of the
samples that are not true query-relevant images, we temporarily use the ground-truth (i.e.,
true positive) images to form the query-relevant set to show the upper bound of these
methods. Since query images have different numbers of true positive images, we use
the percentage to denote how many ground-truth images are involved in aggregating the
direction. For AQE, the ground-truth images are utilized to form the new query by av-
eraging them. In the DQE method, the ground-truth images are collected as the positive
samples and 30 bottom-ranked images are regarded as the negative samples to train a
linear SVM classifier.
As shown in Figure 3.2, our method ExE outperforms the other two methods consis-
tently on all datasets except on Oxford105k and Paris106k when the percentage is less
than 40. The performance of DQE fails because the number of negative samples is not
enough for training a good classifier when the number of true positive samples increases.
This experiment verifies that by aggregating the unique characteristics of each dataset
image belonging to the class of a query, the discriminative characteristics of the query’s
class can be well obtained and this makes the proposed method produce better retrieval
than the AQE and DQE methods.
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Figure 3.3: Precision v.s. recall of the query-relevant image search approaches on five
datasets. We use the R-MAC representations in [102] for this experiment on all the five
datasets.
3.4.3 On Forming a Better Query-relevant Set
To verify the effectiveness of our modified query-relevant image search approach (QRS
in short), we compare our approach with k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), hello neighbors
(HN) [88], and the approach used in [87] which we call RS. For all these methods, the
scale of the query-relevant set depends on a parameter, which is k in k-NN, HN, and RS,
and the threshold Ts in our approach which defines the scale of the initial set. We display
the precision-recall result with different choices of parameters to compare their search
efficiency.
Figure 3.3 shows that the search approach of RS performs worst on all datasets. The
search approach proposed by us gives higher precision and recall than the other three ap-
proaches on Oxford5k and Oxford105k regardless of the choice of parameter. On datasets
Paris6k and Paris106k, our approach is comparable with HN. On the dataset INSTRE, HN
is better than ours and k-NN. The reason is that the number of the true positive images of
the queries in INSTRE is large and equal. This situation is more suitable to use a fixed k
to search for the query-relevant images.
3.4.4 On the Impact of Parameters
Since the threshold Ts in our method controls the scale of the initial set, we change this
parameter to check its impact on the performance of retrieval. Different from the parame-
ter k used in other approaches, conversely, when the threshold Ts increases, the number of
chosen query-relevant images will decrease. Besides, we observe that when the threshold
Ts is smaller than 0.3, almost all of the dataset images will be collected by Eq. (3.2). So,
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Figure 3.4: Comparison to the baseline (retrieval by using the inner product as the image
similarity): the mAP performance with different choices of parameter Ts in Eq. (3.2) on
five datasets with feature representations in [102].
we only show the case when Ts is equal to or larger than 0.3.
Figure 3.4 shows that, with the number of images collected into the initial query-
relevant set decreases (i.e., Ts increases), the retrieval performance firstly increases and
then decreases to a stable situation. When the threshold Ts is set between 0.4 and 0.7, our
method can always be better than the baseline (i.e., the retrieval performance obtained by
an inner product). The plots of AQE and DQE are the results obtained with a fine-tuned
parameter k.
3.4.5 Comparison to Other Query Expansion
In this part, we compare the proposed method with existing state-of-the-art query-adaptive
methods including Average Query Expansion (AQE) [53], Spatially Constrained Similar-
ity Measure (SCSM) [104], Hello Neighbors (HN) [88], and Discriminative Query Ex-
pansion (DQE) [54]. We summarize the result on five datasets in Table 3.1. The Holidays
and Ukbench datasets are not included since the query expansion process is traditionally
not applied to these datasets. Except for the result of DQE [54] and our method, all the
results are quoted from [89]. Except for threshold Ts in Eq. (3.2), the remaining two pa-
rameters Ns and Ks in the query-relevant image search part (Section 3.3.3) are uniformly
set as 5 and 10, respectively, on all datasets.
To obtain the result of DQE, the top-10 and bottom-30 ranked images are chosen as
the positive and negative samples, respectively, in the online training process. As we can
see in Table 3.1, for the feature representation in [102], our method performs best on Ox-
ford5k, Oxford105k, and Paris106k. However, it is a bit worse than HN [88] on datasets
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Method Dim. Oxford5k Oxford105k Paris6k Paris106k INSTRE
Baseline: nearest neighbor search with Euclidean distance
R-MAC[102] 512 77.7 70.1 84.1 76.8 47.7
Query Expansion Methods
R-MAC[102]+AQE[53] 512 85.4 79.7 88.4 83.5 57.3
R-MAC[102]+SCSM[104] 512 85.3 80.5 89.4 84.5 60.1
R-MAC[102]+HN[88] 512 79.9 - 92.0 - 64.7
R-MAC[102]+DQE[54] 512 85.2 79.7 87.8 83.5 57.1
Proposed 512 86.4 81.4 89.8 85.5 62.4
Baseline: nearest neighbor search with Euclidean distance
R-MAC[103] 2048 83.9 80.8 93.8 89.9 62.6
Query Expansion Methods
R-MAC[103]+AQE[53] 2048 89.6 88.3 95.3 92.7 70.5
R-MAC[103]+SCSM[104] 2048 89.1 87.3 95.4 92.5 71.4
R-MAC[103]+DQE[54] 2048 88.7 87.5 95.3 93.1 69.8
Proposed 2048 89.6 88.7 95.8 93.7 75.1
Table 3.1: Comparison of the proposed method with the existing state-of-the-art query
adaptive methods based on two feature descriptors [102, 103] on five image retrieval
datasets. The two baselines denote the performance with Euclidean search and Dim.
presents the dimensions of feature descriptors. The state-of-the-art and the second best
results on each dataset are in bold.
Paris6k and INSTRE. This result is in accord with the query-relevant image search re-
sult on these two datasets in Figure 3.3 (b, e). For the feature representation in [103],
the proposed method outperforms all of the methods especially on INSTRE (75.1). This
result in Table 3.1 shows that our method can obtain the discriminative characteristics of
a query class well and help improve retrieval performance effectively. In addition, our
method does not have any spatial verification step which is usually a key element for ob-
taining more precise retrieval. It further verifies the efficiency of our method since the
spatial verification process could cost much time which delays the response of real-time
retrieval.
3.4.6 Application to Diffusion Process based Image Retrieval
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed query-adaptive similarity measure, we focus
on improving the affinity matrix with our method and conduct experiments on the above
seven benchmark datasets by following the work of [89].
Impact of Parameters
Since there is a parameter kdi f in Eq. (3.8) which controls the number of chosen nearest
neighbors for constructing the query-adaptive similarity measure, we experiment with
different kdi f to investigate its impact.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison to the baseline [89] to show the impact of the parameter kdi f in
Eq. (3.8) to retrieval performance on seven benchmark datasets.
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Method Oxford5k Oxford105k Paris6k Paris106k INSTRE Holiday Ukbench
R-MAC[102] + Diff[89] 85.7 82.7 94.1 92.5 70.3 86.6 3.83
Proposed 88.4 85.7 95.4 95.3 72.9 88.0 3.87
R-MAC[103] + Diff[89] 87.1 87.4 96.5 95.4 80.5 83.8 3.83
Proposed 89.4 88.6 97.1 95.3 82.1 86.1 3.88
Table 3.2: Retrieval performance of the diffusion process with the proposed similarity
and the baseline [89] on seven datasets with two feature descriptors [102, 103]. The
better results are in bold.
Figure 3.5 shows that, our proposed method performs better than the baseline [89] on a
large range of the kdi f ’s choice. However, on Holidays and Ukbench, since the number of
true positive images for a query is much smaller than that of the other datasets, compared
to the rest five datasets, the choice of parameter kdi f becomes more critical.
Comparison with Baseline
To verify the effectiveness of the affinity matrix we built with the proposed query-adaptive
similarity measure, we compare the performance of the proposed with the baseline we use
[89]. For the diffusion process except for the affinity matrix building part, we use the same
parameters as in [89]. And since Holidays and Ukbench contain much fewer true positive
images per query, we set the parameter k in Eq. (3.6) as k = 3. The parameter kdi f = 4
on the first five datasets but kdi f = 3 on Holidays and Ukbench. For the efficiency of
computation, the Exemplar-SVM for the feature representation in [103] on Oxford105k
and Paris106k is obtained by a simplified version of Eq. (3.1) as wi ≈ xi− µ0, where
µ0 is the center of all dataset images, which means we can approximately obtain the
unique characteristic of each dataset image by calculating the direction which points from
a dataset image to the center of all the dataset images. c
As we can see in Table 3.2, after re-computing the similarity with our method, the
performance increases almost on all datasets except when using the feature representa-
tion in [103] on Paris106k. This may be due to the simplified version of Exemplar-SVM
weight vector we used. However, the overall result still verifies the efficiency of our
method. And this demonstrates the importance of the similarity measure used in an affin-
ity matrix building process.
cNote that the dual solution of SVM’s weight vector can be represented as w = ∑ni=1 αiyixi with
∑
n
i=1 αiyi = 0. Since the class label yi = 1 and y j 6=i =−1, we can set αi = 1 and α j = 1n−1 for all j 6= i, so
wi = xi− 1n−1 ∑
n




n ∑ j x j). When n→+∞, wi→ (xi−µ0), where µ0 is defined as
1
n ∑ j x j.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a framework to construct a query-adaptive similarity measure
that captures the discriminative characteristic of the class of a query without online train-
ing. Compared with the existing state-of-the-art query expansion methods, our method
outperforms them on most of the instance retrieval datasets. The experiment conducted
on a diffusion process based image retrieval task also demonstrates the effectiveness and
advantage of our proposed method. Future work will focus on training a more effective
Exemplar-SVM, better combining the unique characteristics, and applying this query-
adaptive similarity measure to other computer vision tasks.
Chapter 4
Dataset-driven Unsupervised Object
Discovery for Region-based Instance
Image Retrieval
The work of this chapter is under re-submission after the major revision of IEEE Trans-
actions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (TPAMI).
Instance image retrieval could greatly benefit from discovering objects in the image
dataset. This not only helps produce more reliable feature representation but can also bet-
ter inform users by delineating query-matched object regions. However, object classes are
usually not predefined in a retrieval dataset and class label information is generally un-
available in image retrieval. This makes object discovery a challenging task in this case.
To address this situation, we propose a novel dataset-driven unsupervised object discov-
ery framework. By utilizing deep feature representation and weakly-supervised object
detection, we explore supervisory information from within an image dataset to generate
pseudo-classes and construct the associated class-wise object detectors. By utilizing the
similarities between each dataset image and the generated pseudo-classes, we identify
the most relevant pseudo-classes and assign the associated detectors to conduct the de-
tection for this image. To efficiently construct the detectors for large image datasets, we
propose a novel “base-detector repository” and derive a fast way to generate the base de-
tectors. In addition, the whole framework is designed to work in a self-boosting manner
to iteratively refine object discovery. Compared with unsupervised object discovery, our
framework produces more accurate object discovery. Different from supervised detection,
we need neither manual annotation nor auxiliary datasets to train object detectors. Experi-
mental study demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed framework and the improved
performance for region-based image retrieval.
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4.1 Introduction
The purpose of instance image retrieval is to retrieve from a large dataset the images
containing the same object depicted in a query image. During the past decades, feature
representation has played an important role in improving instance image retrieval [105],
and it has evolved from conventional local invariant descriptors [17, 18, 34, 100] to more
advanced deep learning based features [11, 79, 106, 107]. Also, it is always desirable to
know the location of the objects in images because it could well benefit instance image
retrieval. On one hand, it mitigates the adverse impact brought by background clutter,
irrelevant objects, and occlusions, leading to a more reliable and focused feature repre-
sentation. On the other hand, it allows the object regions matched with a query to be
delineated. This helps users better understand the retrieval result.
In the recent literature, discovering objects has become an attractive way to improve
instance image retrieval, and the methods can be roughly categorized into unsupervised
and supervised groups. Note that, different from conventional object detection tasks, in
the task of instance image retrieval, the object classes of the dataset images are usually
not defined in advance. In this case, to predict or discover the classes of the objects
that potentially appear in each dataset image is crucial before applying the proper de-
tectors to conduct detection. In this sense, object discovery is utilized for our problem.
In the first group, the object regions are usually discovered by either a straightforward
grid-based partitioning scheme or a general purpose region proposal scheme [108, 109].
However, they could easily result in regions containing partial objects and background
clutter. To achieve better object discovery, the methods in the second group are super-
vised. They utilize a more sophisticated, pre-trained saliency/object detection model [59,
63, 78, 103, 110, 111] to discover the object regions for an image. For these methods,
auxiliary datasets with manual annotations are usually required to pre-train the models,
and the domain gap between the auxiliary dataset and a given image retrieval dataset could
become an issue. In addition, applying these pre-trained models needs to pre-define the
object classes to be detected. Such information is usually not available for a generic image
dataset. At the same time, to directly utilize the label prediction obtained by the afore-
mentioned pre-trained models is also impractical. Specifically, we cannot make sure to
find a sufficiently large pool of potential relevant pre-trained detector models in advance.
And this could be quite true when facing a large image dataset whose detailed informa-
tion is not available or an image dataset who has a special nature such as a medical image
related one.
Similar to object discovery, delineating the query-matched object regions for users is
also a desirable component in instance image retrieval. However, most of the deep fea-
ture based retrieval methods employ a global feature representation by aggregating all the
regions discovered in an image. Although enjoying computational efficiency, this global
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representation does not lend itself to delineating object regions. In this sense, region-
based image retrieval, which can retain region information during retrieval, is worth con-
sidering, given that the objects in an image can be accurately discovered and economically
captured by a small number of regions to maintain computational efficiency.
Therefore, the pivotal issue is how to discover object regions from an image retrieval
dataset. Commonly, for a practical image retrieval dataset, the classes of objects cannot
be defined in advance, and the class label information for the images is not available at
all. As a result, it is not viable to pre-define and pre-train a set of object detection models.
The lack of supervisory information in this situation makes accurate and efficient object
discovery rather challenging.
Meanwhile, we would like to point out that many image retrieval applications have
the following characteristic: the nature of their image datasets does not change dynami-
cally and the image data therein usually have a static or relatively stable data distribution.
Such a situation can be seen for the image datasets in archives, museums, tourism web-
sites, medical image repositories, and so on. The stable data distribution implies that
reliable information can be extracted and (re)used. This observation motivates us to ex-
plore within the image dataset to create supervisory information for object discovery. By
doing so, object discovery can be achieved for this image dataset with the minimum exter-
nal supervision. Also, the domain gap issue caused by using auxiliary datasets in existing
supervised methods can be completely avoided.
Following the above idea, we propose a novel dataset-driven object discovery frame-
work, which effectively utilizes the powerful deep feature representation and recent weakly-
supervised object detection. This framework explores supervisory information from within
an image dataset in an unsupervised manner, efficiently generates object detectors, and
adaptively assigns detectors to each image to conduct object detection. Specifically, based
on deep feature representation, it firstly organizes all images in a dataset into a number of
overlapping pseudo-classes. After that, with this image-level pseudo-class label informa-
tion, weakly-supervised object detection approach (e.g., [112]) is utilized to obtain object
detectors for each pseudo-class.
In the detection phase, each image is associated with multiple relevant pseudo-classes
to include all the potential classes of objects. The object detectors corresponding to these
classes are then applied to the image to ensure a sufficient object discovery. At last, the
identified object regions are not only utilized to attain more reliable feature representation,
but also used to further update the object detectors for bootstrapping the whole framework.
In this way, we achieve a framework that can self-boost iteratively.
In this framework, to better handle large-scale image retrieval datasets, we propose a
novel concept called “base-detector repository” to efficiently construct the object detector
for each pseudo-class. This repository contains a set of image-wise detectors obtained
by viewing each image in a dataset as the only positive example. A class-wise detector
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is then modeled as an ensemble of relevant image-wise detectors. Furthermore, inspired
by the property of linear support vector machines, we propose an efficient scheme to
approximately obtain these image-wise detectors with nearly no computational cost. By
doing so, the object detector for any pseudo-class can be readily obtained. Note that no
training is needed for this process. This makes our framework efficient in constructing
object detectors for large-scale image retrieval datasets.
The key points of this work are summarised as follows.
1) The significance of this work lies at that it clearly shows the feasibility and promis-
ing performance of such a dataset-driven unsupervised object discovery approach.
To achieve this goal, this work timely utilizes the deep feature representation and
weakly-supervised object detection, which were not available in the previous lit-
erature. The result of this work reaffirms the potential of dataset-driven approach,
which has been longed but could not be realized to this level of performance and
efficiency.
2) The proposed dataset-driven object discovery framework enjoys six appealing prop-
erties: i) it does not need any manual annotations and works in a fully unsupervised
manner; ii) no auxiliary datasets are required so that the issue of domain gap can
be circumvented; iii) it naturally mines the object classes out of an image dataset
and removes the need to pre-define the object classes to detect; iv) class-wise de-
tectors can be efficiently obtained with almost no computation, making it effective
for large-scale retrieval datasets; v) it can give precise delineation of the retrieved
object regions, with mildly increased online computation which is justifiable; vi)
this framework is further improved in a manner of iterative self-boosting: the dis-
covered object regions help refine the quality of object detectors, and the refined
detectors achieve more accurate discovery of object regions in turn.
3) In this framework, the conventional object detector training process is strategically
decomposed into an offline base-detector generation phase and an online detector
construction phase, based on the proposed “base-detector repository” mechanism.
Because of the smart use of base detectors, which act in the role of “atoms”, the
detector for each object class can be efficiently constructed. Moreover, the proposed
fast generation of base detectors allows our framework to work with large-scale
retrieval datasets, without affecting the quality of object detection.
4) Extensive experimental study verifies the effectiveness of our framework and the
improved region-based instance image retrieval. Also, ablation study is conducted
to examine the key properties of this framework, including its robustness to newly
added images and its generalization to another dataset of a similar nature.
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4.2 Related Work
CNN-based instance image retrieval. As in a wide range of computer vision tasks,
CNN-based deep features [4, 113] have proven to be a powerful feature representation in
instance image retrieval. Generally speaking, there are two ways to extract deep features
in instance retrieval. For the first way, an off-the-shelf CNN model pre-trained on other
vision tasks is directly utilized to extract features from images. An obvious issue it faces
is that, when the image dataset used to pre-train the CNN model and the one used for
retrieval have different data distributions, the domain gap between them could adversely
affect retrieval performance. In order to deal with this issue, the other way is to collect
and manually annotate an auxiliary dataset that has a similar data distribution as the one
for retrieval, and then use it to fine-tune the CNN model to achieve better feature extrac-
tion [102, 103, 114–117]. This way can indeed improve retrieval performance. However,
the difficulty of collecting and annotating an auxiliary dataset that is suitable for a given
image retrieval task is non-trivial.
Detection based instance retrieval. Recently, it has become an attractive approach
to enhance feature representation for retrieval by detecting objects from each image in a
dataset. Due to the merit of requiring no annotations, general-purpose region proposal
methods (e.g., Selective Search [108] and EdgeBox [109]) are usually utilized. Never-
theless, their detection performance is often not good enough to meet the requirement of
retrieval. In addition, they usually produce a large number of candidate regions, leading to
substantial storage and computational burden. As a more advanced approach, supervised
object detectors trained with a typical object detection dataset are usually used to improve
the detection and retrieval performance [63, 111, 118]. However, for a practical image
retrieval dataset, the classes of the objects in the dataset usually cannot be known before-
hand. It is therefore difficult to decide which detector shall be trained and applied, not to
mention that the type of objects is often diverse and the number of different objects could
be quite large in an image retrieval dataset. In this case, to collect and annotate images
to train a detector for each object class could be labour-intensive and even impractical in
real applications.
Dataset-driven approaches. Without the need of external information, a dataset-
driven approach develops its model by utilizing the intrinsic information exploited from
an image dataset itself. Due to its unsupervised nature, many applications take advantage
of this approach. For example, a similarity graph is built in work [119] by mining the
supervisory information from a dataset to instruct the training of a CNN model for bet-
ter feature representation. The works of [114, 120] model diffusion process by learning a
CNN model instructed by the supervisory information reflecting the underlying data man-
ifold. Recently, object discovery has also benefited from the dataset-driven approach. In
one work [121], the authors obtain object regions by refining the saliency map of images.
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It consists of two steps: i) a nearest neighbour graph is built with the CNN features ex-
tracted from an initial saliency map, and ii) the centrality of this graph is utilized to refine
the saliency map. In other words, the work in [121] does not use any object detectors to
discover objects. Differently, we explicitly construct object detectors with the intrinsic
supervisory information explored from an image dataset. By doing so, our framework
can achieve better object discovery and more accurate instance retrieval. The advantage
of our framework with respect to [114] and [121] will be experimentally verified.
4.3 The Proposed Framework
As aforementioned, accurate object discovery could lead to better feature representation
and help to more effectively inform users on retrieval result. Therefore, our purpose in
this framework is to detect the potential objects for each image in a given dataset for
instance retrieval. Note that in the whole course of our framework, no query images need
to be known.
Three main issues are addressed in our framework: 1) finding out what object classes
exist in a dataset; 2) subsequently, constructing the object detector for each object class
therein; 3) at last, applying the proper detectors to each image to discover objects.
To deal with these issues, a given image dataset is firstly analyzed to form a set of
pseudo-classes of objects. With the proposed “base-detector repository” idea, we utilize
recent weakly-supervised object detection approach to efficiently construct the detector
for each pseudo-class. After that, multiple relevant pseudo-classes are identified for each
image to decide the proper object detectors to apply. With the detected object regions,
more focused feature representations can be obtained, leading to better image similarity
measure. It is worth noting that, the better similarity measure not only helps to improve
retrieval, but can also be used to better organize the given dataset into pseudo-classes.
By doing so, more accurate pseudo-classes are formed and better object detectors can
be obtained in turn. This makes the whole framework effectively work in an iterative
self-boosting manner. Our framework is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
4.3.1 Generate the pseudo-classes of objects
According to the manifold consistency assumption [122], the images of similar visual
content shall likely stay close in a good feature space. This is the pillar of many unsuper-
vised learning methods, and has proven to be more probable upon the advent of powerful
CNN-based deep features.
Given a dataset X := {x1, . . . ,xn}⊂Rd consisting of n images, we use a d-dimensional
feature vector to represent each image. Upon the manifold consistency assumption, we
conduct a local clustering for the dataset to form a set of pseudo-classes. It is worth noting
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that, an image could contain multiple objects that belong to different classes. We allow
an image to be assigned to multiple pseudo-classes in the clustering process to deal with
this situation. Specifically, for each image, its neighbors that have the similarity, defined
by a similarity measure, greater than a preset threshold tc are collected to form a local
cluster. Subsequently, the local clusters that considerably overlap with each other are
merged, organizing the whole image dataset into nc overlapping pseudo-classes denoted
as {C1, . . . ,Cnc}. These pseudo-classes could be regarded as a kind of soft partitioning
of the images in the dataset. This softness maintains the necessary uncertainty to some
extent since the ground truth of object classes is unknown. Examples of pseudo-classes
are shown in Figure 4.2.
4.3.2 Obtain detectors via “base-detector repository”
Although no bounding-box-level annotation is available for an image retrieval dataset, the
pseudo-classes generated above can provide a kind of image-level annotation. This mo-
tivates us to take advantage of weakly-supervised object detection approach to construct
object detectors. In the past several years, a variety of weakly-supervised object detection
methods [112, 123, 124] have been proposed. In principle, our framework could work
with any method of this kind. In this chapter, we exemplify our framework by the method
of Class Activation Maps (CAMs) [112].
Class Activation Maps [112]. The key component of CAMs is the global average pool-
ing (GAP) layer that replaces the last fully-connected layer of a CNN model. With this
layer, a set of classifier weight vectors could be learned via a multi-class classification task
to generate a saliency map to help object discovery. Specifically, the weight vector for a
specific class is used to obtain a weighted linear combination of the channels of a convo-
lutional feature map to generate this saliency map. The area of the object belonging to this
class will be highlighted in the map. Formally, this can be expressed as Sc =∑k wck ·convk,
where convk denotes the k-th channel of the convolutional feature map before the GAP
layer, wck represents the k-th component of the weight vector corresponding to the c-th
class, and Sc is the saliency map obtained for class c. A threshold can be used to segment
the map, and the bounding box that covers the largest connected component in the seg-
mentation map will be identified to locate the object of class c. In some sense, the weight
vector wc essentially acts as the “object detector” for class c in the approach of CAMs.
Proposed base-detector repository. As aforementioned, our pseudo-classes are gen-
erated in a soft manner so that a single image could belong to multiple pseudo-classes
simultaneously. Since in our case each image does not clearly belong to one specific
class, it will be awkward to directly apply the conventional multi-class classification
training scheme used in [112]. Also, our framework usually forms a large number of
pseudo-classes (e.g., 2,000 to 3,000), which makes it time-consuming to train wc for
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Figure 4.2: Images randomly sampled from some pseudo-classes formed by the pro-
posed local clustering process. The top, middle, and bottom parts show the pseudo-
classes from the datasets of ROxford, RParis, and INSTRE, respectively. As seen,
images containing the same object (bordered in green) can be clustered into the same
pseudo-class. Meanwhile, some noisy images (bordered in red) can also be seen. The
quality of the pseudo-classes will be iteratively improved by the proposed framework.
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every pseudo-class individually in turn. This is especially true when handling a large re-
trieval dataset containing millions of images (e.g., 1M distractors [125]). To address this
issue, we propose a novel solution of “base-detector repository” to efficiently obtain wc
for each pseudo-class with trivial computation.
This solution is inspired by the seminal work [86]. In that work, with class label in-
formation, an exemplar SVM classifier is trained by regarding each image as the only
positive sample and all images not in the same class as the negatives. By doing so, the
classifier of a specific class is obtained by aggregating the exemplar classifiers of all im-
ages in that class. Inspired by this idea, we learn an exemplar (i.e., “base” in this chapter)
object detector, represented by a weight vector w, for every image in a dataset. All of
these base detectors collectively form a “base-detector repository”. With this repository,
we could readily obtain the object detector corresponding to a pseudo-class by aggregat-
ing the base detectors of the images relevant to that class.
Note that different from the case in [86], we do not access any true class label informa-
tion. So we put the idea in [86] to the extreme to construct the “base-detector repository”.
Each image in a dataset will be regarded as an individual class, and the weight vector w
is learned for each class accordingly. With this modification, the construction of “base-
detector repository” does not need any class label information. In other words, once a
dataset is given, this repository could be directly created with the learned base detectors,
each of which reflects the unique characteristic of an image in the dataset. Apparently,
false negatives could easily occur when simply treating each image as an individual class.
Nevertheless, the recent literature shows that false negatives result in less significant im-
pact than what is thought. The study in the work [126] finds out that, the classifier of one
class usually assigns relatively higher classification scores to the images in the similar
classes, which is desirable. Also, recent works [127, 128] employ a similar idea to set
the loss function, by disregarding the impact of false negatives, to learn promising feature
representations. In this chapter, we will also experimentally verify the effectiveness of
our “base-detector repository” idea.
However, there is still one more issue to resolve. Since the number of base detectors
(i.e., the classifiers) equals the number of images in a dataset, directly training these clas-
sifiers will result in significant computational cost, especially considering that a retrieval
dataset is usually of large size. To make the “base-detector repository” idea work with
large datasets, we further propose a fast way to approximately obtain these base detectors
with trivial computation.
Our idea is developed upon an observation from the binary linear SVM classifier. Note
that the optimal solution of SVM’s weight vector is ω = ∑ni=1 αiyixi with the constraint
∑
n
i=1 αiyi = 0 [129], where n is the training set size, αi(αi ≥ 0) is the Lagrange multiplier
and yi is class label. In our case, the labels are yi = 1 and y j 6=i = −1 when each image
xi is regarded as the only positive sample. For this circumstance, we can set αi = 1 and
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j=1 x j is the dataset mean. This implies that we could simply subtract the feature
vector of each image xi with the dataset mean µ0 to approximate the classifier weight
vector ω and use it as the base detector of image xi, which is denoted by bi for clarity.
By doing so, all base detectors could be efficiently constructed, without any training.
Note that, the memory cost for the obtained “base-detector repository” is all taken during
the offline training stage. After the object regions are detected from each image in a
dataset, these base-detectors can be archived and the occupied memory will be released.
As to the effectiveness of the “base-detector repository” obtained in this manner, it will
be experimentally verified.
Class-wise object detector. After obtaining the “base-detector repository”, the class-
wise object detector corresponding to any pseudo-class can be readily constructed by
aggregating the base detectors of the images belonging to that class as follows:
w j = ∑
i∈C j
f (bi), (4.2)
where w j denotes the class-wise object detector, bi is the base detector corresponding to
image i, C j is the pseudo-class j, and f (·) denotes a certain function on a base detector.
This function can represent various aggregation schemes to generate a class-wise object
detector. In this chapter, we investigate two settings in which f (bi) takes the linear form
of α ibi. The first setting is an average aggregation in which α i = 1/|C j|, while the second
setting is a weighted sum aggregation with α i equaling the similarity between bi and the
pseudo-class center µ(C j). They will be demonstrated in the experimental part.
4.3.3 Detect objects from each image
Relevant class prediction. As mentioned above, the object detector for each pseudo-class
can now be obtained by properly aggregating the base detectors. Nevertheless, which ob-
ject detectors should be applied to an image are still unknown. To select suitable detectors
for an image, three points should be put into consideration, which are 1) blindly applying
all (i.e., thousands of) class-wise detectors to do the detection will be inefficient; 2) differ-
ent from true classes, the generated pseudo-classes may not be precise; 3) there could be
multiple different objects presented in an image. To deal with this situation, we propose
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to assign each image with the object detectors of multiple relevant pseudo-classes. The
relevant pseudo-classes for an image can be conveniently identified as the top-kc near-
est pseudo-classes (e.g., measured by the distance of an image from the center of each
pseudo-class), although more sophisticated classification methods can certainly be used.
By doing so, the chosen kc detectors can well save computational cost when compared
with applying all the detectors. Also, applying multiple relevant pseudo-classes can not
only cover all the potential objects in an image, but also compensate the imprecision
brought by the pseudo-classes.
Bounding box generation. Applying the selected object detectors will produce a set of
saliency maps that reflect the area of the detected objects for each class. As described
in Sec. 4.3.2, for each saliency map, the bounding box that covers the largest connected
component is generated to locate an object for each class. After that, the commonly used
Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) is applied to remove redundant boxes to obtain the
final detection result.
4.3.4 Instance retrieval with the discovered objects
Let Ri = {ri1,ri2, . . . ,rini} denote a set of deep features extracted from the ni object re-
gions detected from an image xi. To fully utilize the discovered object information for
retrieval and enable the delineation of the object that best matches a query (i.e., the two
key goals of our framework), we conduct region-based instance image retrieval in this
chapter. The image similarity is defined as
sim(xi,q) = max
j=1,...,ni
〈r̂i j, q̂〉, (4.3)
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product of two vectors. r̂i j and q̂ are the l2-normalized fea-
tures extracted from a discovered region and the query object, respectively. The object
region having the highest similarity score to the query determines the final image sim-
ilarity, and its location indicates the position of the query-matched object in the image
xi.
4.3.5 An iterative self-boosting framework
The discovered object regions bring two direct benefits: 1) an object-focused image rep-
resentation which is less affected by background clutter and irrelevant objects; and 2)
better image similarity measure obtained with this object-focused representation. These
two benefits can in turn help to generate better object detectors. On one hand, the repre-
sentation enables the learned base detectors to more precisely capture the discriminative
characteristics of each individual image by attending to the object area. On the other
hand, the better similarity measure leads to more accurate pseudo-classes by filtering
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more false positive images. Thanks to these two improvements, the quality of the con-
structed class-wise object detectors could be enhanced in turn. In view of this, we pro-
pose a self-boosting scheme for our framework to iteratively improve the base detectors,
pseudo-classes, and object discovery. By doing so, the overall performance of the frame-
work can be further enhanced.
Original pseudo-class










Collect similar regions 




Figure 4.3: Pseudo-class updating in the iterative self-boosting process: 1) All the object
regions discovered from the images of a pseudo-class are collected; 2) The centrality
measure [130] is applied to this region collection to identify an anchor region for this
pseudo-class; 3) This anchor region is used to search for similar object regions from the
whole dataset to generate an updated pseudo-class. As illustrated, the updated pseudo-
class contains fewer false positive images than before.
The self-boosting scheme works as follows. First of all, we use the discovered object
regions to replace the whole images (used before self-boosting is conducted) to re-train the
base-detectors, producing a more discriminative region-wise “base-detector repository”.
More importantly, based on the discovered object regions, we can update the pseudo-
classes to make them more precise. Specifically, for a pseudo-class Ci, we collect all
the discovered object regions of the images belonging to this class to form a region set
Rci . After that, we utilize the centrality measure [130] reflecting the significance of each
sample in a set to identify an anchor region rcia to represent the typical object of this
class. The pseudo-class is then updated as the one containing the object regions (from
the whole dataset) whose similarity to rcia is greater than a pre-defined threshold t̂c. The
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whole process of updating the pseudo-classes is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
After updating the base-detector repository and pseudo-classes, a new iteration of ob-
ject discovery can be conducted to update object regions. This will in turn improve feature
representations and boost the whole framework iteratively. Finally, more precise object
discovery could be achieved. Compared with other general-purpose region proposal meth-
ods, our method can produce object regions with less background or clutters, making the
instance retrieval more accurate. The effectiveness of the iterative self-boosting process
will be experimentally verified. The algorithm of our whole framework is provided in
Algorithm 2.
4.3.6 Computational complexity
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the whole framework consists of the offline and online stages.
For the offline stage, the generation of pseudo-classes incurs the complexity of O(n(n−
1)d/2) when the generation is based on the whole images (used before self-boosting is
conducted). When the generation is based on object regions (at the later iterations), the
complexity of main computation is O(∑nci=1 zi(zi− 1)d/2)+O(dnc ∑
nc
i=1 zi). The former
corresponds to the process to compute centrality, and the latter corresponds to the search
for the similar regions for the anchors. Here, n is the total number of images in a dataset;
d is the dimensionality of feature representation; nc represents the number of pseudo-
classes; zi is the number of regions detected from all the images in the pseudo-class Ci.
For the step of relevant class prediction, its complexity is O(nncd). Due to the efficiency
of our base-detector repository, the construction of class-wise detectors is realized by
a simple aggregation operation, taking only slight computation. For the online stage,
this work takes region-based instance retrieval, which leads to mildly increased time and
space complexity when compared with the commonly used global feature based instance
retrieval. Specifically, the online retrieval incurs a time complexity of O(nmrd) for each
query, where mr is the average number of regions per image. And its storage complexity
is O(nmrd).
4.4 Experimental Result
Datasets. The proposed framework is tested on nine benchmark datasets for instance
image retrieval, i.e., Oxford5k [97], Paris6k [98], Oxford105k, Paris106k, INSTRE [99],
ROxford, RParis, ROxford+R1M distractors, and RParis+R1M distractors [125]. Their
statistics are listed in Table 4.1. Note that ROxford and RParis are recently revised from
Oxford5k and Paris6k, respectively, via correcting false annotations and adding more
queries. The ground truth of an image is relabelled as “easy”, “hard”, “unclear”, or “neg-
ative” upon its quality of depicting a query instance [125].
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Algorithm 2: Dataset-driven Unsupervised Object DIScovery (DUODIS) frame-
work for Region-based Instance Image Retrieval
Input: A dataset of n images represented as {xi}ni=1
Output: Detected object regions for each image xi
Initialization:
Define the threshold tc and t̂c used in pseudo-class generation and updating
Define the number of relevant pseudo-classes kc for an image
Object Discovery (Offline stage):
for iter = 0,1, . . . ,T do
Generate or update pseudo-classes :
if iter == 0 then
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n do
Collect the nearest neighbors to form initial pseudo-classes:
N (xi) := {x j|similarity(xi,x j)> tc}
Obtain pseudo-classes {Ci}nci=1 by merging the significantly overlapped classes
and calculate their class centers {µi}nci=1
else
for i = 1,2, . . . ,nc do
Collect all discovered regions Rci of the images belonging to Ci. Find the
“anchor” rcia that has the highest centrality within this region set. Update the
pseudo-class N (rcia ) := {r j|similarity(r j,rcia )> t̂c}
Construct base-detector repository:
Obtain base detectors {b1, . . . ,bn} for each image
Obtain the object detector per pseudo-class:
for j = 1,2, . . . ,nc do
Weight vector w j = ∑i f (bi), where xi ∈ C j.
Predict relevant pseudo-classes per image:
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n do
Assign kc relevant pseudo-classes for each image (e.g., based on its distance from
the class centers {µi}nci=1)
Detect objects per image by relevant detectors:
for i = 1,2, . . . ,n do
for j = 1,2, . . . ,kc do
Compute saliency map S ji by weakly supervised object detection
generate bounding boxes and do NMS
Extract and store region features for retrieval.
Retrieval (Online stage):
Extract feature from the given query object.
Measure the similarity with Eq.(4.3) and do the ranking.
Display the top-ranked images with the matched object regions delineated to better inform
users.
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Evaluation metrics. We use mean Average Precision (mAP) to evaluate retrieval per-
formance. On ROxford and RParis, the mAP of Hard (using hard samples only) and
Medium (using both hard and easy samples) evaluation protocols are reported by follow-
ing the literature [125]. As for the performance of object discovery, the commonly used
Intersection Over Union (IoU), mean Average Precision (mAP), and Mean Average Best
Overlap (MABO) are used.
Implementation. Two CNN backbones, VGG16 and ResNet101, widely used in image
retrieval are investigated for feature extraction. Specifically, these two CNN models fine-
tuned by [131] are used as the feature extractor (i.e., all parameters are retained without
further fine-tuning to ensure a fair comparison) to conduct the retrieval.a We notice that
there are more powerful models proposed very recently [115–117]. However, the one
obtained by [131] is utilized as our feature extractor since it is one of the most representa-
tive models. We believe that, by using more powerful models, a further performance gain
could be obtained by our framework.
In this experiment, the proposed framework is called “DUODIS” for short. The param-
eters tc, kc, and t̂c in the proposed framework are uniformly set as 0.7, 50, and 0.4 for all
the benchmark datasets in all experiments. Their impact on retrieval performance is dis-
cussed in Sec 4.4.3. Following the recent literature [121, 131, 132], GeM pooling is used
for all experiments. For a given dataset, all of its images, including the distractors when
they are used, are processed by the proposed framework. As aforementioned, the function
f (·) in Eq.(4.2) is set as α ibi with two settings: α i = 1/|Ci| to obtain an average aggre-
gation and α i = 〈xi,µ j〉β to obtain a weighted average, where xi ∈ C j and µ j denotes the
centre of pseudo-class C j. β denotes a rescaling parameter to control the weights. The
experiment is conducted on a computer with a GTX 1080 Ti GPU card, CPU at 1.70GHz,
and 32GB RAM. The suffix of the proposed framework denotes the aggregation scheme
in Eq.(4.2). For example, “DUODIS-avg” means the average aggregation is used to ob-
tain the class-wise object detectors. Finally, for the self-boosting scheme, three iterations
are uniformly applied to the proposed framework in all the experiments.
Experimental tasks. There are three main tasks in this experimental study: 1) We com-
pare DUODIS with other recent unsupervised object discovery methods to verify the ef-
fectiveness and advantage of the object detection achieved by our framework; 2) We make
a comparison between DUODIS (with region-based instance image retrieval) and other
state-of-the-art and relevant retrieval methods on retrieval performance; 3) Extensive ab-
lation study is conducted to demonstrate the various properties of DUODIS.
aWe directly download these two CNN backbone models from
https://github.com/filipradenovic/cnnimageretrieval-pytorch.
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Datasets # Images # Queries # Query Classes
Oxford5k [97] 5,063 55 11
Paris6k [98] 6,392 55 11
Oxford105k 5,063 + Flickr100k 55 11
Paris106k 6,392 + Flickr100k 55 11
INSTRE [99] 27,293 1,250 250
ROxford [125] 4,993 70 12
RParis [125] 6,322 70 12
ROxford+R1M 4,993 + R1M 70 12
RParis+R1M 6,322 + R1M 70 12
Flickr100k 99,782 distractor
R1M [125] 1,001,001 distractor
Table 4.1: Statistics of the instance image retrieval benchmarks used in this experiment.
The 100k additional images in Oxford105k and Paris106k are the distractors collected
from Flickr [97]
4.4.1 Effectiveness of unsupervised object discovery
Unsupervised object discovery. Generally speaking, our framework conducts object
discovery in an unsupervised way because it does not need any external datasets or label
information. We firstly verify its effectiveness by comparing it with existing unsupervised
object discovery methods. The INSTRE dataset is used for this purpose because it is the
only one among the nine benchmark datasets that provides the bounding box annotations
for all images. Having this ground truth information allows us to evaluate each method in
comparison.
A variety of existing general-purpose or unsupervised object discovery methods, in-
cluding G-PoD [121], Selective Search [108], EdgeBox [109], and R-MAC [11] are com-
pared. Specifically, we re-implement Selective Search, EdgeBox, and R-MAC with the
settings of their original work. As for G-PoD, its discovery result is kindly provided by
the authors directly. As seen in Table 4.2, the proposed DUODIS with either average (-
avg) or weighted sum (-ws) aggregation scheme outperforms all the compared ones by a
large margin. For example, it wins the second best (i.e., Selective Search [108]) by about
0.28 on MABO. Moreover, we achieve this promising performance by only using 10 re-
gions per image by average, which is significantly fewer than the average 694 regions in
Selective Search [108]. This is highly desirable because keeping a small number of object
regions per image is key for maintaining the increase on computational load of retrieval
to be mild.
Our superior object discovery performance can also be observed from the detection
recall rate with respect to various IoU thresholds on INSTRE dataset, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.4. The recall curves of our methods (both “DUODIS-avg” and “DUODIS-ws”)
consistently reside above those of the methods in comparison, indicating more accurate
object detection. Specifically, when the common IoU threshold of 0.5 is used, the Edge-
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Method\Evaluation MABO #Regions/image (Avg.)
EdgeBox [109]† 0.35 39
R-MAC [11]† (l = 3) 0.45 21
G-PoD [121]‡ 0.46 1.3
Selective Search [108]† 0.47 694
DUODIS-avg (ours) 0.75 10
DUODIS-ws (ours) 0.76 10
Table 4.2: Comparison with the general-purpose and unsupervised object discovery
methods on INSTRE. For the methods marked by †, the results are obtained by re-
running the source codes of the original papers. For the one marked by ‡, its result
is directly obtained from the authors of that work.
Box, G-PoD, R-MAC and Selective Search only discover about 29%, 44%, 46% and 46%
of all the ground truth regions, respectively. In contrast, we detect more than 90% of the
regions under the same threshold. When the IoU threshold is raised as high as 0.8, we
still detect about 50% of the ground truth regions, while the detection rate of others drops
to below 5%.
We further test our method on a generic object detection benchmark dataset PASCAL
VOC07. It is compared with another two unsupervised object detection methods [133,
134] which have reported performance on this dataset. Following [134], the Correct Lo-
calization (CorLoc) metric is used. As shown in Table 4.3, our method achieves the high-
est mean CorLoc (by an improvement more than 14 percentage points). It outperforms
the methods in [133, 134] on 18 out of the 20 categories.
4.4.2 Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods
Comparison with other region-based retrieval. To further verify the effectiveness of the
proposed framework for retrieval, we compare it with other commonly used unsupervised
object discovery methods for the same purpose. That is, each of them is used to discover
object regions from an image dataset and then region-based instance image retrieval is
conducted. The retrieval performance is used to compare these methods.
The object discovery approaches used in R-MAC [11] and G-PoD [121] are compared
with the proposed framework DUODIS. For G-PoD, we directly utilize the object regions
obtained from the authors, which include the results on INSTRE (in Table 4.4), ROxford,
and RParis (in Table 4.5). For R-MAC, a grid-based partitioning method is used in that
work to obtain object regions. To be comprehensive, various partitioning schemes with
l = 2,3,4 are tested in this experiment, where l denotes the level of scales used. When
object regions are discovered, we extract features from them with the same CNN model
(i.e., one of the models mentioned in the implementation part), and uniformly apply GeM
pooling [131] to obtain a feature vector for each detected region. After that, region-based
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of unsupervised object discovery methods on INSTRE by var-
ious Intersection over Union (IoU) thresholds. The scale factor l for R-MAC is set as
3.
retrieval is equally conducted with Eq.(4.3) for each of the object discovery methods in
comparison.
Also, we compare our method with R-match [102], a region-based retrieval method
utilizing the same grid-based partitioning scheme as R-MAC (l = 3 is used in R-match)
to generate object regions. The subtle difference of R-match from other methods lies that,
not only an image in the dataset but also the query image are partitioned into a set of
regions. The resulted two sets of regions are cross-matched in a pairwise manner, and
the maximum similarity scores obtained for each region in the query image are summed
as the image-level similarity for retrieval. As a result, for R-match, the query-matched
object region in an image could not be precisely delineated. Also, the computational cost
of R-match increases significantly due to the pairwise cross-matching of many regions.
Table 4.4 lists the comparison results on Oxford5k, Oxford105k, Paris6k, Paris106k,
and INSTRE. As seen, both DUODIS-avg and DUODIS-ws outperform most of the
region-based retrieval methods in comparison (i.e., G-PoD and R-MAC with various set-
tings), and this is true when either VGG16 or ResNet101 model is used. Note that al-
though R-MAC (l = 4) achieves better retrieval performance (76.2 vs. 75.2) on INSTRE
when ResNet101 is used, it partitions each image into 39 regions under this l value, which
considerably increases the computational cost of retrieval. In contrast, DUODIS only de-
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tects and uses 10 object regions per image by average in this case.
Table 4.5 reports the results on ROxford , ROxford+R1M, RParis, and RParis+R1M,
where “+R1M” means one million distractors are mixed into a dataset. As seen, DUODIS-
ws always outperforms other region-based retrieval methods by a large margin. Particu-
larly, on ROxford+R1M, when ResNet101 is used, DUODIS outperforms the second
best (R-match) by about 9 percentage points (i.e., 54.1 vs. 45.3 for Medium and 29.2 vs.
20.2 for Hard). The well improved retrieval performance on these challenging benchmark
datasets again confirms the superiority of the proposed framework on unsupervised object
discovery.
Comparison with other relevant retrieval methods. In addition to comparing with
region-based instance image retrieval methods, we also assess DUODIS with respect to
multiple global representation based state-of-the-art or object-discovery-relevant instance
image retrieval methods. Note that our purpose is not to simply show that DUODIS can
achieve higher mAP values than these methods because this result can be expected for
a region-based retrieval method. Instead, this assessment is aimed to provide a whole
picture on the proposed framework and show its overall efficacy when compared with
these global representation based counterparts.
Specifically, we assess DUODIS with respect to 1) methods trying to reduce the adverse
impact of background, occlusion, and irrelevant objects, such as Class-w [59], Crow [78],
Fast-R [111], G-PoD [121], and SWCF [110]; 2) previous milestone methods, including
R-MAC [11, 102, 103], MoM [114], and GeM [131].
As seen in Table 4.6, among these image retrieval methods, DUODIS performs best
as expected in most of the cases when either VGG16 or ResNet101 CNN model is uti-
lized as the feature extractor. For instance, on Oxford5k and Paris6k, DUODIS always
outperforms the second best ones. In particular, DUODIS achieves the gain of 4.4 and
7.7 percentage points on Oxford105k and Paris106k, confirming the potential of a region-
based method.
In Table 4.7 on ROxford and RParis, compared with the most recent works such as G-
PoD [121] and AGeM [132], DUODIS again shows its improved performance. Also, this
table reports the performance in the presence of 1M distractors, using ROxford+R1M
and RParis+R1M. As mentioned, all distractors are involved in generating pseudo-
classes and object detectors. Only a few instance retrieval methods have reported the
performance on these two challenging datasets. One of them is the recent global repre-
sentation based method GeM [131] whose performance is quoted here. As seen, DUODIS
maintains its superior performance in the presence of distractors. This shows its effective-
ness to larger datasets and its robustness to distractors.
In sum, the above experimental study indicates that the proposed framework can pro-
duce consistently better retrieval than the related regional and global retrieval methods in
the recent literature. This superiority is achieved without utilizing external supervision
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and with mildly increased computational cost. These are attributed to the unsupervised
nature of the proposed framework and its ability in capturing objects in an image with a
relatively small number of regions. On top of these, different from commonly used global
retrieval methods, our framework is able to clearly delineate the query-matched object
regions, which enhances the retrieval experience of users. To better show the effective-
ness of the proposed framework, we also provide some examples of retrieval results in
Figure 4.9 at the end of this experimental study.
4.4.3 Ablation study
This part investigates the impact of several key components of the proposed framework.
Firstly, we compare different approaches to constructing object detectors to show the ef-
ficiency of our “base-detector repository” idea. Secondly, the effectiveness of iterative
self-boosting is verified. Thirdly, we investigate the impact of the number of discovered
object regions to retrieval performance. Fourthly, the sensitivity of the parameters tc, kc,
and t̂c are tested. Fifthly, the robustness of our framework with respect to the insertion of
new images to a dataset is examined. At last, we investigate the generalization capability
of our framework, that is, whether the object detectors learned from one dataset can be
applied to another dataset that has a similar nature. For all the experiments in the ab-
lation study, the VGG16 model fine-tuned by [131] is used as the feature extractor, and
DUODIS-ws is used to generate the object detectors.
On object detector construction. Our framework constructs the “base-detector repos-
itory” and uses it to efficiently obtain the object detector for each pseudo-class (see
Sec. 4.3.2). We now compare it with the scheme that trains a binary classifier for each
pseudo-class to obtain the corresponding object detector. Note that this training scheme
is conventionally used to deal with overlapping classes, which is the case in the generated
pseudo-classes.
The comparison is conducted from three aspects. Firstly, we assess the similarity be-
tween the class-wise object detectors obtained by the two different schemes. To do this,
the cosine similarity between the weight vectors w of the two detectors is calculated for
each pseudo-class and then averaged over all pseudo-classes. The cosine similarity is ob-
tained as 0.85. This indicates that the detectors obtained by the two schemes are quite
close, showing the efficacy of our scheme. Secondly, the time cost of these two schemes
is compared in Table 4.8. As seen, our scheme spends negligible time cost because it
involves no training (see Eq.(4.1)). In contrast, training detector per class incurs time cost
that increases with the size of a dataset. At last, we compare the retrieval performance
obtained with these two schemes in Table 4.9. As seen, DUODIS obtains competitive or
even better results on these datasets. This experiment validates the efficacy of the pro-
posed “base-detector repository”, making our object detector construction efficient for
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Method\Dataset Oxford5k Paris6k INSTRE
Train detector per class 11m 45m 9h 46m
DUODIS-ws (ours) ≈0 ≈0 ≈0
Table 4.8: Timing result by using different schemes to construct object detectors.
Detector Construction
ROxford5k RParis6k
Medium Hard Medium Hard
Train detector per class 64.9 36.8 73.4 50.1
DUODIS-ws (ours) 66.6 39.4 75.3 51.8
Table 4.9: Retrieval performance (mAP) by using different schemes to construct object
detectors.
large-scale datasets.
On the self-boosting scheme. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed self-boosting
scheme, we investigate the retrieval performance obtained after each iteration of self-
boosting. Specifically, we experiment on two recent instance retrieval datasets ROxford
and RParis, and the only parameter t̂c in the self-boosting step is set as 0.4.
As seen in Figure 4.5, for both RParis and ROxford under the “Medium” and “Hard”
settings, the retrieval performance can be increased by the self-boosting step. The first
iteration has been very effective, and after that, the performance plateaus or slightly de-
creases. This is because after the pseudo-classes are updated by self-boosting (see Fig-
ure 4.3), the detectors start to become stable and so as the detection results. With these
fixed detected regions, the final retrieval performance becomes saturated as the detection
does. However, the retrieval performance is still clearly better than that without using
self-boosting as shown at the 0-th iteration. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed self-boosting process and verifies its necessity to further improve retrieval per-
formance.
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(a) “Medium” (b) “Hard”
Figure 4.5: mAP vs. the number of self-boosting iterations of the proposed framework
DUODIS. “0” denotes the initial framework without self-boost.
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(a) “Medium” (b) “Hard”
Figure 4.6: Comparison of different number of discovered object regions per image on
ROxford and RParis based on the evaluation settings of (a) “Medium” and (b) “Hard”.
On the number of discovered regions. This experiment investigates the impact of
the average number of detected regions per image on retrieval. Intuitively speaking, when
this number is over small, objects in an image could be missed. When this number is
over large, the risk of introducing irrelevant regions will increase and significant extra
computational cost will be resulted. In this experiment, we rank the regions of each
dataset image according to their centrality values (see Sec. 4.3.5) in descending order.
After that, we keep the first k regions for each image to conduct retrieval and the value of
k is gradually increased. The result is reported in Figure 4.6.
On both ROxford and RParis, the retrieval performance steadily goes up with the
increasing number of discovered object regions. This is observed from both “Medium”
and “Hard” settings. This result shows that using more object regions could avoid missing
relevant information and benefit retrieval. Interestingly, the retrieval performance does
not degrade when more regions are used, although this increases the risk of introducing
irrelevant regions. We attribute this to the use of Eq.(4.3) as the image similarity measure.
The “maximum” operation there selects the best matched object region only, making the
measure robust against irrelevant regions. As aforementioned, in the whole experiment we
only use 10 object regions per image averagely for the sake of computational efficiency,
although using more regions further improves retrieval performance.
On the impact of key parameters. The proposed framework has three key param-
eters. Their impact on retrieval is investigated. The first one is the threshold tc used for
pseudo-class generation, which affects the size of a pseudo-class. If this size is too large,
it will be more likely to introduce false positives during local clustering. If this size is
too small, pseudo-classes will not be sufficiently represented. The second parameter is
the threshold kc, controlling the number of relevant pseudo-classes assigned to each im-
age. An appropriate kc helps to ensure the objects in an image to be adequately detected
while avoiding applying many irrelevant object detectors. The last parameter t̂c affects
the updating of pseudo-classes in the self-boosting process. It plays a similar role as tc.
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Figure 4.7: Retrieval performance (by mAP) vs. three key parameters (tc, kc, and t̂c)
used in our framework on ROxford and RParis.
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(a) Oxford5k and Paris6k (b) INSTRE
Figure 4.8: Retrieval performance of the proposed method when different ratios of
images are sampled from a dataset to carry out our framework, i.e., the generation of
pseudo-classes and their object detectors.
The experiment is conducted on ROxford and RParis. We fix kc as 50 and vary tc from
0.3 to 0.8 to examine its impact. Meanwhile, we fix tc as 0.7 and vary kc between 5 and
200. At last, fixing both kc and tc, we vary t̂c from 0.3 to 0.8. Eq.(4.3) is used to measure
image similarity in all the experiments. The result is presented in Figure 4.7.
As seen, when tc varies from 0.3 to 0.8, the retrieval performance only fluctuates
slightly (i.e., less than 1%). Since the investigated range of tc has been reasonably large
(usually 0 is regarded as not similar at all), the result in Figure 4.7(a) verifies that our
framework is not very sensitive to tc. Also, in Figure 4.7(b), the retrieval performance
steadily increases with the number of assigned relevant pseudo-classes, which can be ex-
pected. The high performance is well maintained even after kc exceeds 100. However,
it may not be worthwhile to pursue an over large kc because this unnecessarily increases
the computational load of object detection. Finally, as shown in Figure 4.7(c), when t̂c
increases from 0.3 to 0.8, the retrieval performance only varies within a range no greater
than 1.6%. Similar as the case of tc, the retrieval performance is still relatively stable with
respect to t̂c within this range.
On the robustness to newly added images. The performance of dataset-driven meth-
ods largely relies on a dataset from which all the supervisory information is explored. In
practical applications, new images (of the same nature) could be added into the dataset.
This motivates us to investigate the robustness of the proposed framework against the
insertion of new images. By new images, we mean these images are not in a dataset
when our framework is trained. They are inserted after the training stage and need to be
considered when retrieval is performed.
To simulate this situation, we only sample a portion of the images in a dataset to train
our framework (i.e., generating pseudo-classes and the corresponding object detectors)
but conduct retrieval on the whole dataset. By doing so, all the remaining images (i.e.,
other than the sampled ones) play the role of “newly added images”. The datasets of
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Detector \Retrieval dataset ROxford RParis
Medium Hard Medium Hard
ROxford 64.2 35.6 71.9 47.4
RParis 62.4 34.0 72.0 47.1
Table 4.10: Retrieval performance (mAP) obtained by applying the object detectors
obtained on one dataset to another dataset of a similar nature.
Oxford5k, Paris6k, and INSTRE are investigated.
The result is in Figure 4.8. On Oxford5k and Paris6k, the retrieval performance of
our framework is quite stable with respect to various sampling ratios from 50% to 100%.
Compared with the mAP attained at the ratio of 100%, the variation is within a small range
(about 0.5%). This indicates that the pseudo-classes and object detectors obtained by our
framework can work well for newly added images, even when half of the images in a
dataset are inserted after our framework is trained. On INSTRE, the retrieval performance
improves slightly when more images are sampled, and it peaks when all the images in the
dataset are used to train our framework. However, the variation of mAP is still within a
small range (about 1.0%). Therefore, a similar conclusion can be drawn on INSTRE. The
above observations demonstrate the robustness of our framework with respect to newly
added images.
On the generalization to another dataset. We further investigate the applicability
of the proposed framework obtained on one dataset to the object discovery of another
dataset (of the similar nature). We choose the two datasets to be ROxford and RParis,
which have the similar nature of building images but are two different datasets. We train
our framework on ROxford (or RParis) and apply it to RParis (or ROxford) for object
discovery. As seen in Table 4.10, when the datasets used for training our framework and
for retrieval are the same, our framework produces the best retrieval performance. At the
same time, when different datasets are used for the two processes, the retrieval perfor-
mance only drops slightly. This can be observed on both cases of “ROxford→RParis”
and “RParis→ROxford” in Table 4.10. This result verifies that, the object detectors gen-
erated by our framework on one dataset could be applied to another dataset of a similar
nature to conduct object discovery for instance image retrieval. Meanwhile, we would
like to point out that this generalization may not be maintained anymore when the nature
of two datasets becomes sufficiently different.
4.5 Conclusions
Object discovery benefits instance image retrieval and many computer vision tasks. Achiev-
ing it with the minimum supervision is highly desirable. Motivated by the observation that










Figure 4.9: Examples of our retrieval results on RParis and ROxford. The top-9 re-
trieved images of four queries are demonstrated in the four parts, respectively. For each
part, the result of the proposed framework (DUODIS) is shown in the first row and the
one obtained by GeM [131] is shown in the second row. The images bordered in green
are the true positives and those bordered in red are the false positives. The bounding
boxes in yellow delineate the query-matched object regions discovered by our frame-
work. Best viewed on color monitor or printout.
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the image dataset in many retrieval applications has a relatively stable data distribution,
this work proposes a dataset-driven unsupervised framework to carry out object discovery
for the dataset to conduct retrieval. As demonstrated, taking advantage of the powerful
deep feature representation, it effectively explores supervisory information from within
a dataset to generate object classes and construct object detectors. It depends on neither
auxiliary datasets nor manual annotations and is able to iteratively boost itself for better
object discovery. Supported by this framework, region-based image retrieval not only at-
tains better performance but can also delineate query-matched regions, making retrieval
more explainable to users.
Upon the proposed framework, multiple research directions are worth exploring in the
future work. Particularly, we are interested in expanding this framework to handle a
dataset whose data distribution is less stable or even dynamically changes. For this is-
sue, we will explore the approach of integrating domain adaptation and online learning
techniques into this framework.
Chapter 5
Instance Image Retrieval by Learning
Purely From Within the Dataset
Quality feature representation is key to instance image retrieval. To attain it, existing
methods have resorted to the models pre-trained on generic large-scale datasets or even
task-dependent auxiliary datasets. Although showing good results, this approach has two
potential issues: 1) training the models needs to access proper external labelled data; 2)
its efficacy could be impaired by the domain gap between the external data and the data
for retrieval.
This work investigates a different approach: can promising retrieval be achieved if we
learn feature representation entirely from a given retrieval dataset, without leveraging any
external models or data? Our finding is encouraging by exploiting recent self-supervised
learning techniques. Merely adding a basic object proposal generator to collect image
regions, we can successfully learn quality feature representation that achieves promising
retrieval performance. Further, we make this representation more suitable for the given
retrieval task by boosting it with image similarity information mined from the dataset.
As experimentally validated, such a simple “self-supervised learning + self-boosting”
approach has been able to compete with the relevant state-of-the-art retrieval methods.
Ablation study is conducted to show the appealing properties.
5.1 Introduction
Instance image retrieval aims to find from a dataset the images containing the objects
visually similar to a query object. Pursuing feature representation to faithfully reflect
the visual similarity is crucial to this task. Significant progress has been made along
this line during the past two decades, with the feature representation evolving from early
global handcrafted features, through local invariant features, to recent deep learning based
ones [76, 79].
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Instance image retrieval is unsupervised by nature. No label information is usually
available to the images in the dataset for retrieval. As a result, its extraction of deep feature
representation relies on external deep models. The models are commonly pre-trained by
generic large-scale image benchmarks such as ImageNet [136]. Recently, some methods
further enhance the pre-trained models with auxiliary labelled datasets that contain images
of a similar nature as those in a retrieval dataset. This approach has shown the state-of-
the-art retrieval performance [103, 115, 131, 137, 138].
Nevertheless, the reliance on external models or auxiliary datasets leads to two is-
sues. First, although generic image benchmarks could be readily accessible, the auxil-
iary dataset that expects to share a similar nature as the retrieval dataset and have label
information will not be that easy to find for a given retrieval task. Second, there could
exist a domain gap between the external data and those used for retrieval. When this gap
is not negligible, the efficacy of the feature representation learned from the former will
degrade when applied to the latter. Although domain adaption methods could come to
rescue, as a pursuit to a radical alternative, it is worth asking the following question: can
we achieve promising retrieval with the feature representation learned purely from within
a given retrieval dataset, without leveraging any external models or data?
To answer this question, this chapter investigates a novel framework built upon recent
self-supervised learning techniques to learn feature representation for instance image re-
trieval. Conceptually, we do not aim to attain the feature representation that can be gener-
ally applied to any retrieval tasks, as explicitly or implicitly seen in most existing works.
Actually, as argued above and will be experimentally shown, that aim may be hard to
achieve because there is no one-size-fits-all feature representation. Instead, our aim is to
learn the feature representation that can work best for a given retrieval dataset only. If
this approach can be realized effectively, it can also be regarded as a kind of generally
applicable solution, in the spirit of “fits-itself-only.”
Applying self-supervised learning (SSL) to learn feature representation from an image
dataset in retrieval is not straightforward. Current SSL techniques work with object-
level images, while the images in a retrieval dataset are often generic, containing multiple
different objects in a single image. Blindly applying SSL in this case will not learn any
useful feature representation. Meanwhile, due to the lack of class- or object-level label
information in a retrieval task, it is infeasible to train any specific object detectors to obtain
object regions. This situation drives us to explore general-purpose, unsupervised object
proposal generators such as selective search [108] or edge boxes [109]. Surprisingly,
it is observed that by merely using them to collect (noisy) object regions, we can use
SSL to successfully learn feature representation from each image retrieval benchmark
dataset individually. On one benchmark dataset, INSTRE, which is not closely similar to
ImageNet [136] or the Google Landmarks [118] dataset (commonly used as an auxiliary
dataset for building retrieval), the feature representation learned in this way outperforms
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all the existing methods, showing its potential and the immunity from the issue of domain
gap.
On top of this, we investigate if the feature representation can be further boosted by
mining image similarity information from the retrieval dataset, say, by diffusion pro-
cess [91], query expansion, or region matching [135]. This investigation is driven by two
considerations. First, existing methods show that this way is effective to improve retrieval.
We are interested in if the learned representation also enjoys this property. More impor-
tantly, doing this forces a deeper integration of the representation learned by SSL with the
retrieval dataset. After all, the primary goal of SSL is to learn the intrinsic, generic invari-
ances of image, rather than conduct retrieval on this specific dataset. We speculate that
the learned representation has not well absorbed the intrinsic information of the dataset.
Our investigation is positive. With this process, our method can compete with relevant
state-of-the-art ones on all the experimented image retrieval benchmark datasets.
Contributions of this work are summarised as follows.
1. It explores a radical alternative to learn feature representation for instance image
retrieval. Upon recent self-supervised learning techniques, it surprisingly shows that
promising retrieval can be consistently obtained by this novel framework, which does
not need any external models or data and is fully conducted within a retrieval dataset.
2. It indicates that in the context of instance image retrieval, the feature representation
learned by SSL can be further strengthened by absorbing additional intrinsic information
of a dataset. This achieves even more competitive performance versus relevant state-
of-the-art methods, while fully maintaining the advantage of no need to access external
models or data.
3. Experimental study is conducted to demonstrate the interesting properties of this
novel “self-supervised learning + self-boosting” framework for instance image retrieval,
with ablation study provided.
5.2 Related Work
Instance image retrieval. The state-of-the-art instance image retrieval is based on deep
feature representations. They are extracted with the deep models pre-trained or fine-tuned
by external labelled data.
This line of research begins with directly applying the CNN models pre-trained on Im-
ageNet to perform retrieval [78, 81], with the feature representation extracted from either
a fully connected layer or a convolutional feature map layer. Soon after, further fine-
tuning such a pre-trained model with an external labelled dataset of a similar nature as
the given retrieval dataset becomes popular and attains even better retrieval performance.
The work proposed by Babenko et al. [79] is among the first ones of this category. They
manually collect and annotate a landmark external dataset and use it to fine-tune the pre-
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trained model. The performance of retrieval is dramatically improved, especially on land-
mark retrieval tasks. To avoid costly manual annotation, Radenović et al. [131] utilize
Structure-from-Motion (SfM), a 3D reconstruction model generating more reliable im-
age matching, to guide the selection of training data from the external dataset [139] for
CNN fine-tuning. Also, Gordo et al. [103] use handcrafted local descriptors and spa-
tial verification technique to remove outliers in the external dataset [79], giving rise to a
cleaned dataset for fine-tuning. Besides, some works in this category focus on providing a
larger external dataset or more precise annotations [118, 140] to conduct the fine-tuning,
and some others aim to develop better model architectures [137] or more effective loss
functions [115, 138] for fine-tuning.
As seen, accessing an external labelled dataset is a key factor to the success of these
methods. This further aligns the deep model pre-trained on a generic dataset with a given
retrieval task (say, landmark retrieval), leading to a more appropriate feature representa-
tion. Nevertheless, collecting an external dataset and making it annotated, be it manually
or algorithmically, could be awkward and expensive. Also, once a retrieval task of dif-
ferent nature is encountered, the external dataset may not be suitable anymore and a new
one has to be collected and annotated. In this sense, an alternative free of the requirement
to access external models or data becomes well-motivated and attractive.
Self-supervised learning. SSL has recently attracted intensive attention and exhibited
promising results on learning feature representation. Usually, a pretext task is conducted
on a large-scale generic, unlabelled dataset to train the model, and a down-stream task
fine-tunes the model on a target dataset for specific applications. A variety of SSL meth-
ods have been proposed, significantly reducing the performance gap between unsuper-
vised and supervised learning paradigms. For example, Chen et al. [141] propose a simple
framework consisting of data augmentation and contrastive learning (i.e., InfoNCE [142])
to learn features based on instance invariance, showing substantial improvement over pre-
vious methods. After that, He et al. [143] design a momentum framework to address the
large memory cost and parameter updating issues. Meanwhile, other methods [144, 145]
are proposed to tackle the false positive sample issue brought by the InfoNCE loss. The
performance of SSL has been well verified on various tasks including image classification,
detection, segmentation and so on [146].
Meanwhile, its potential to image retrieval has not been sufficiently investigated. Par-
ticularly, our work conducts SSL in a special setting, that is, we do not assume the access
to a large generic dataset and directly carry out SSL on the target dataset (i.e., the re-
trieval dataset). In this sense, the datasets in the pretext and down-stream tasks in our
setting are same. Also, our goal of doing SSL is to learn feature representation that can
best work for a specific retrieval task, rather than the one that is generally applicable to
other down-stream tasks as focused by common SSL methods.
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Figure 5.2: Example images in ImageNet [136] (top) and the retrieval datasets (bottom)
of R-Oxford, R-Paris [125], and INSTRE [99].
5.3 Proposed Method
Our framework consists of two parts: 1) conducting self-supervised learning on a retrieval
dataset to learn an initial feature representation; 2) boosting this representation by mining
image similarity from this dataset. The two parts are presented as follows and they are
also illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
5.3.1 Self-supervised learning on image regions
The success of recent SSL techniques relies on data augmentation and the contrastive
loss [141]. Normally, a variety of transforms (eg., random crop,a color distortion, and
Gaussian blur, etc.) are applied to an object-level image, and the loss enforces the learned
feature representation of two transformed images to be close to each other. Clearly, this
implicitly assumes no matter what data augmentation is used, a transformed image will
contain the same instance. This assumption can be well met by object-level images.
Nevertheless, a dataset used for instance image retrieval is much less constrained. Its
images usually contain multiple instances of different object classes with complicated
background, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Directly applying data augmentation to these im-
ages can easily result in two transformed images that do not share the same object. As
will be experimentally demonstrated, SSL cannot effectively learn useful feature repre-
sentation in this situation. Further, it is not viable for us to train object detectors to obtain
object regions. This is because i) the dataset in a retrieval task usually does not have any
label information and ii) the classes of objects in the dataset cannot be known without
inspecting the images. In addition, a retrieval dataset may not be as large as the generic
datasets conventionally used for SSL. This could limit the number of samples available
for learning feature representation.b
aThis operation has been shown as one of the most determinant factors in contrastive based SSL. [141]
bFor example, the benchmark retrieval datasets R-Oxford and R-Paris only contain 4,993 and 6,322
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To address this situation, we resort to general-purpose object proposal generators (eg.,
selective search [108] and edge boxes [109]) to discover object regions. Given an image,
they output a set of bounding boxes indicating the regions that have a high possibility
of containing an object. These generators are unsupervised, and they work based on
grouping superpixels or counting edge contours in an image. In the literature, they have
been widely used in various computer vision tasks [147, 148].
Usually, several hundreds or even thousands of object regions could be generated from
an image. Most of them are highly overlapped. Such redundancy could adversely impact
the learning efficiency of SSL. Non-maximum Suppression (NMS) is applied to merge
significantly overlapping regions, and the regions that are too small to effectively apply
data augmentation are also removed. After this process, we can still retain a sufficient
number of regions per image. This provides enough training samples for SSL, even if the
size of the retrieval dataset is not large enough. Another issue is that many regions do
not really contain an object due to the limited performance of the general-purpose region
proposal generators. Nevertheless, it is difficult, if possible for us to further identify and
remove such regions. Also, by moving the training data from image-level to region-level,
the chance of resulting in two transformed data sharing different objects (or more pre-
cisely, visual content) has been well reduced. Considering this situation, we decide to
directly conduct SSL with these image regions to see if any meaningful feature represen-
tation can be learned.
Formally, following the contrastive loss based SSL, we employ the InfoNCE loss [142]
to train the model to learn feature representation. Let xi and x′i denote the two transformed
variants from the ith image region collected from the retrieval dataset. Our target is to
learn an embedding function z = f (x) to make sure zi and z′i are close to each other. The







where sim(·, ·) is a similarity measure, 1[k 6=i] ∈ {0,1} is an indicator function, N is the
batch size, and τ is a temperature hyper-parameter. To investigate the potential of current
SSL techniques to this task, we just follow the common protocols to train this model
without modification.
Note that, after training the model with SSL, we will simply use a whole image instead
of its object regions as the input to extract a global deep feature representation for this im-
age to conduct retrieval. And this setting is also used in the whole course of the following
self-boosting process.
images. The generic datasets commonly used in the SSL tasks such as ImageNet1M and Instagram-1B
contain about 1.28 million and 1 billion images.
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5.3.2 Self-boosting of the learned representation
As will be shown, the initial feature representation learned above has been able to achieve
quality retrieval on a given dataset. Nevertheless, there is still room to improve by consid-
ering the following two issues. First, the goal of SSL is to learn a feature representation
that can be generally applied to other down-stream tasks. In contrast, our goal is to make
it capable in correctly ranking images of the given dataset for a query. In other words,
the feature representation learned via SSL does not directly serve retrieval on the given
dataset. For example, it is well realized that the current SSL techniques suffer the false
positive issue [149]. This could affect its performance on image retrieval. Second, the
intrinsic information of the dataset has not been fully exploited, while this is proven ef-
fective to further improve retrieval in the literature. Motivated by these, we fine-tune the
initial representation model with the image similarity mined from the retrieval dataset.
Because this mining process is exactly based on the initial feature representation, we call
this part “self-boosting of the learned representation.”
Various ways to mine image similarity have been seen in the literature of image re-
trieval. For example, Radenović et al. [131] utilize Bag of Words descriptors and Structure
from Motion to infer image similarity for training data selection. Gordo et al. [103] use
handcrafted local descriptors to do this for outlier cleaning. In addition, Iscen et al. [114]
and Zhao et al. [150] utilize diffusion process to obtain image similarity by considering
the image distribution within a dataset. All the mined image similarity can be turned into
a kind of “pseudo-labels” to fine-tune a learned model.
In this work, we mine image similarity entirely based on the initial feature representa-
tion learned by SSL. Then pseudo-labels are generated to boost the initial representation
model. Specifically, we formulate self-boosting as a commonly seen metric learning task,
in which the pseudo-labels take the form of sample triplets (i.e., anchor, positive, and
negative). This is to make the initial feature representation assimilate the mined image
similarity information to become more capable for retrieval on the given dataset.
Pseudo-label generation. We generate training triplets by following the literature [114].
Let’s assume that a new similarity for each pair of images in the given dataset has been
obtained by a certain mining method, for example, diffusion process. According to the
new similarity, for each anchor image xa, the ranking list consisting of its top-k near-
est neighbours is denoted by Rk(xa). Also, the ranking list obtained based on the initial
feature representation measured by Euclidean distance is denoted by Rek(xa). The two
ranking lists are compared and the discrepancy is used to choose the positives and nega-
tives [114]. Formally, with a given anchor xa, its positives and negatives are defined asc
cThis training data selection approach assumes that, with a top-k ranking list for an image xa, the new
(more reliable) similarity measure could involve more hard positives P+(xa) that cannot be retrieved by the
Euclidean distance search. On the contrary, the initial ranking list obtained via Euclidean distance search
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{
P+(xa) = {x ∈ Rk(xa)\Rek(xa)}.
P−(xa) = {x ∈ Rek(xa)\Rk(xa)}.
(5.2)
As for anchor selection, we select the images having the highest local density as the
anchors. This can be readily implemented by conducting the mean shift clustering [151]
on the retrieval dataset, and the images that are nearest to the cluster centers are chosen
as the anchors.
Boosting the initial representation. Now we are ready to improve the feature repre-
sentation model learned via SSL for the given retrieval task. To help the initial model to
assimilate the information on the mined image similarity, all the convolutional layers are
retained, one fully connected layer is appended to the pooling layer. The output of this
fully connected layer is regarded as the boosted feature representation for an image. Let’s
denote the whole embedding process from an image to the boosted feature representation
as z = fb(x). We adopt a commonly used triplet loss as follows to train the model






where m is the margin and xa, x+ (x+ ∈ P+(xa)), and x− (x− ∈ P−(xa)) are defined as
above. Note that all xa, x+, and x− are whole images instead of the image regions used in
the previous SSL process.
5.4 Experimental Result
This section first introduces the experimental settings and the implementation of the pro-
posed framework. After that, it demonstrates the retrieval obtained by the initial feature
representation learned via SSL and the one attained after self-boosting. After that, abla-
tion study is reported.
5.4.1 Experimental Settings
Dataset and evaluation. The proposed framework is tested on five benchmark datasets
commonly used for instance image retrieval, ie., INSTRE [99], ROxford, RParis, ROxford+R1M
distractors, and RParis+R1M distractors [125]. INSTRE contains 28,543 images depict-
ing various objects such as toys, books, and logos with natural backgrounds. Following
the protocol in [152], we partition this dataset into 27,293 images for retrieval and 1,250
images as queries. The rest four datasets are all landmark based. ROxford and RParis
usually involves more false positives P−(xa). Detailed explanation can be found in [114].
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have 4,993 and 6,322 images of buildings and landmarks collected from Oxford and Paris,
respectively, with 70 additional query images each. They are the improved versions of the
Oxford5K and Paris6K datasets widely used in previous retrieval methods. The ground
truth of an image in ROxford and RParis is labelled as “easy”, “hard”, “unclear”, or
“negative” upon its quality of depicting a query instance [125]. R1M contains 1 million
distractor images used to test the robustness of a retrieval method for large datasets. Fol-
lowing the literature, two evaluation settings of “Medium” and “Hard” are used for the
landmark-based datasets. For each setting, the mean average precision (mAP) evaluates
the retrieval for the predefined query images. Note that no query images are used in this
work to learn feature representation.
Implementation. Following the state-of-the-art retrieval methods, our framework is
built on the ResNet101 model.
SSL training part: Given a benchmark dataset, a general-purpose object proposal gener-
ator is used to search for object regions from each image. The regions with 95% over-
lapping areas are merged and the regions having either side shorter than 100 pixels are
discarded. We build our self-supervised learning upon the framework of MoCo [143]
and set all the parameters as in the work of MoCo-v2.d After the convolutional layers,
a global average pooling and two projection head layers are deployed to embed an input
image region into a 128-dimensional feature space in which the InfoNCE loss in Eq. (5.1)
is evaluated. After the training loss converges, the obtained model is called the initial
model in this experiment.
Self-boosting part: Three widely used techniques, diffusion process [91], average query
expansion, and region-matching [135], are used to mine image similarity within the given
benchmark dataset. They are implemented based on the above initial feature representa-
tion. For the first two techniques, we conduct them on the features extracted from a whole
image to obtain new image similarity. For region-matching, the features are extracted
from the regions obtained via the simple grid-partition scheme [81]. After that, the new
image similarity is obtained by conducting region-matching [135]. For the k in Eq.(5.2),
its value is automatically chosen for an anchor xa as the one that makes the two ranking
list, Rk(xa) and Rek(xa), maximally dissimilar. The margin m in Eq.(5.3) is empirically
set as 0.2.
To conduct training, we keep all the layers before the global average pooling layer used
in SSL, and add a fully layer to the initial model (See Fig. 5.1). During the fine-tuning
process, we keep the parameters of all the layers before the pooling layer fixed, and only
train the newly added fully connected layer.
dDue to the limitation of computational resource, other SSL methods such as SimCLR [141],
BYOL [145], and PCL [144] currently are not investigated for our framework. Based on their competi-
tive SSL performance, we believe that they could lead to similar or better retrieval than MoCo [143].
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Retrieval part: To extract the initial feature representation, we simply add a pooling layer
after the convolutional layers trained by SSL only (i.e., before self-boosting is performed).
To extract the boosted feature representation, we directly utilize the model fine-tuned
by the self-boosting process to extract the features output by the fully connected layer.
For either case, each whole image in the given benchmark dataset is used as an input to
generate a global feature vector, the Crow pooling [78] is used, and the feature vector is
then l2 normalized to measure the image similarity with Euclidean distance. The dataset
images and the queries are all resized to have the longer side of 1,024 pixels, and only
this scale is used to extract features for our framework.
5.4.2 Comparison with the state-of-the-art
This section compares our framework with other relevant state-of-the-art retrieval meth-
ods that utilize an external model or dataset. Specifically, the methods relying on fine-
tuning a pre-trained deep model with an external semi-automatically or manually la-
beled dataset are compared, including R-MAC [103], GeM [131], GeM+AP [115], SO-
LAR [138] and DELG [137]. In addition, to better demonstrate that our framework does
not need to rely on an external model, the methods (eg., Crow [78] and R-MAC [81]) that
directly use an ImageNet pre-trained model are also included. To make the comparison
clear, we list the external datasets used by the compared methods for pre-training (in col-
umn “P-train”) and fine-tuning (in column “F-tune”) in Table 5.1. As for our framework,
we report its retrieval performance obtained by the initial feature representation learned
by SSL, with either selective search (denoted by SSLss) or edge boxes (denoted by SSLeb)
as the object proposal generator. For the retrieval performance after self-boosting, it is
obtained by using diffusion process to mine image similarity to generate the triplets to
fine-tune the initial model. It is reported as SSLeb+Bd and SSLss+Bd .
Table 5.1 has two sections. The top section consists of the compared methods. Within
this section, it can be seen that compared with those directly using an ImageNet pre-
trained model (i.e, the first two methods), the methods utilizing external datasets (i.e., all
the rest six methods) indeed achieve much better retrieval. The bottom section consists
of the proposed methods which do not need to access any external models or datasets.
Surprisingly, the initial feature representation simply trained by SSL has already obtained
promising retrieval on all benchmark datasets, as indicated by the rows of ResNet101-
SSLeb and ResNet101-SSLss. The merit of our framework can be best observed from the
benchmark dataset INSTRE, on which our method outperforms those in comparison by a
large margin (92.2 vs. 69.0). This significant difference is attributed to two factors: 1) the
external dataset used by the compared methods are landmark based, which has a different
nature from INSTRE. This is even true for the model pre-trained on the generic ImageNet
dataset, as evidenced by the low performance of the first two methods on INSTRE; 2)
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our model is learned purely from within the INSTRE dataset and is therefore free of this
domain gap issue. By applying self-boosting, the proposed framework, as indicated by
the rows of ResNet101-SSLeb+Bd and ResNet101-SSLss+Bd , attains even better retrieval.
This indicates that the intrinsic information of the given retrieval datasets is effectively
absorbed by the model and well reflected by the boosted feature representation. These
results show the great potential of the proposed SSL-based framework in learning feature
representation for the retrieval on a given dataset.
Interestingly, it can be seen the retrieval performance shows dramatic difference be-
tween ROxford and RParis after the 1M distractors are added. Notice that, we uniformly
conduct our framework on both ROxford/RParis and the 1M distractors to treat them as
one dataset. Without the prior knowledge of the definition on distractors, the learning pro-
cess is significantly impacted by the distractors. Comparing with the supervised learning
based methods, this impact becomes more unpredictable in our unsupervised frameworke.
As shown, the performance dramatically drops after the distractors are added on ROxford
(about 40 percent points). On the contrary, the performance is generally well maintained
on RParis, and it outperforms all the other supervised learning based methods by a large
margin (more than 25 percent points on “Hard” setting).
To further investigate the reason behind this observation, we use t-SNE to visualize the
feature distribution of the +R1M datasets in Fig. 5.3. To keep the visualization generic,
the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet101 is utilized as the feature extractor for both +R1M
datasets. As seen (best viewed on monitor or color printing), comparing to the data in
ROxford, the data points in RParis are more clearly separated from those of the dis-
tractors. Such a separation in the feature space significantly reduces the impact of the
distractors to correctly retrieving images from RParis for a given query. At the same
time, this also provides more effective true negatives during the SSL process, making the
learned features more reliable.
Finally, we are interested in how close the performance of our methods boosted by dif-
fusion process can be to the existing retrieval methods that also utilize this technique. In
recent literature, two deep learning based methods utilize diffusion process in a similar
manner as ours but based on external models or data. Iscen et al. [114] fine-tune an Ima-
geNet pre-trained model by applying diffusion process to generate triplets on an external
dataset downloaded from Flickr. Because their model architecture (VGG16 in [114]) is
different from ours (i.e., ResNet101) and their source is not released, we do not make a
direct comparison with this work. The other work is proposed by Zhao et al. [150]. That
work fine-tunes the ResNet101 model of [103] with the triplets generated by applying
diffusion process to a given retrieval dataset. That work only reports the retrieval per-
formance on INSTRE, Oxford5K, and Paris6K datasets. To compare with it, we apply
eNot mention that, the distractors are totally not involved in the training process of the supervised
learning based methods
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Learned \Tested on INSTRE R-Oxford R-Paris
INSTRE 92.2 24.2 55.5
R-Oxford 12.0 68.2 45.8
R-Paris 13.2 22.3 78.0
ImageNet (as reference) 26.7 18.9 39.6
Table 5.2: Investigation of the generalization capability of the feature representation
learned by SSL in the proposed framework. The representation learned on one dataset is
tested on another. The same model architecture pre-trained on ImageNet is also included.
our framework on these three datasets and obtain the following result in mAP: Zhao et
al.obtain 71.7, 85.4, and 96.3 for the three datasets, respectively, while our framework ob-
tains 92.5, 88.1, 93.7. As seen, we could even achieve overall better performance than the
existing method which also uses diffusion to absorb the intrinsic information of a given
retrieval dataset. Note that the work in [150] is built upon an external pre-trained model.
Generalization. Above all, recall that the goal of our feature representation learning is
to make it best work for retrieval on a given dataset, instead of being generally applica-
ble to all datasets. In this sense, generalization across datasets is not what we pursue.
Nevertheless, investigating this issue helps better understand the proposed framework.
To check the generalization capability, we apply the feature representation learned by
our framework from one retrieval dataset to another dataset to conduct retrieval. To be
accurate and fair, our feature representation learned only by SSL is used, and the dataset-
based self-boosting is not applied. As seen in Table 5.2, when the same dataset is used
for learning and retrieval, the mAP values are clearly high. For instance, on INSTRE
our retrieval performance could reach 92.2. However, when applying the same feature
representation to the datasets R-Oxford and R-Paris of a different (landmark-based) na-
ture, the obtained mAP values (24.2 and 55.5) are much lower than the top ones (68.2
and 78.0). When the feature representation learned on R-Oxford or R-Paris is applied to
other datasets, the similar result can be observed. This indicates that the feature represen-
tation learned by SSL on one retrieval dataset does not necessarily generalize to another
one, especially when they have different nature. However, we emphasize that this repre-
sentation works surprisingly well on the retrieval dataset from which it is learned. This is
consistent with our goal.
In addition, to provide a reference, we investigate the generalization ability of the fea-
ture representation obtained by a ResNet101 model trained on ImageNet in a supervised
manner (released by the PyTorch official website [153]). The result is listed at the last
row of Table 5.2. As seen, it does not generalize well either. This observation is not new
to the image retrieval community, and this is why various ways from PCA whitening to
external dataset based fine-tuning are used in the current retrieval methods to adapt the
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(a) ROxford + 1M










(b) RParis + 1M
Figure 5.3: t-SNE on R-Oxford and R-Paris mixed with 1M distractors (25K distractors
are randomly sampled to generate this visualization).
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Methods Epochs
Regions Medium Hard
/Image R-Oxford R-Paris R-Oxford R-Paris
Raw Image 500 1 8.56 36.7 1.62 9.1
Grid-partition 100 111 58.3 72.3 29.4 48.1
Edge boxes 100 98 61.7 75.9 35.1 52.7
Selective search 100 137 65.1 76.0 39.8 52.2
Table 5.3: Retrieval performance (mAP) with feature representations learned by SSL
based on the object regions obtained by different object proposal generators. Global
average pooling used by the SSL is applied to extract the feature representation.
ImageNet pre-trained models. In this sense, the proposed framework is a kind of radical
alternative which learns feature representation from the retrieval dataset itself, instead of
adapting a pre-trained representation to this dataset.
5.4.3 Ablation study
Object region proposal. We test three different object region proposal generators to
discover object regions for SSL training, with an additional case that whole images are
directly used. The three generators are selective search [108], edge boxes [109], and a
grid-partition scheme. The last one applies sliding windows with different strides and
scales. It is used in R-MAC [81] to obtain object regions, and we set the only parameter
l = 6 in this test. After obtaining the object regions, the overlapping and smaller-sized
ones will be processed as aforementioned.
Table 5.3 shows that compared with directly using the whole images, using object re-
gions clearly helps SSL to learn better feature representations for retrieval. As seen, these
region-based learning processes need only 100 epochs to converge while the whole image
based one still fails after 500 epochs. In addition, selective search and edge boxes per-
form better than the grid-partition scheme, suggesting that more accurate object region
discovery may positively contribute to the quality of the feature representation learned
by SSL. Nevertheless, considering that the grid-partition scheme is much simpler than
the other two, its result has been very encouraging. In short, the above result verifies the
importance and effectiveness of utilizing object regions for SSL in the proposed retrieval
framework.
Self-boosting fine-tuning. Fig. 5.4 shows the evolution of retrieval performance with
the number of epochs in the training process for diffusion based self-boosting. In this
experiment, features are extracted from the model after each epoch. As seen, the mAP
quickly increases at the beginning and then plateaus, which can be observed for all the
four settings. This verifies that, after applying self-boosting, the intrinsic information of a
given dataset is well absorbed by the model, producing better representation for retrieval.
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learned by SSL only 78.0 56.9
Region-Matching 78.3 57.5
Query Expansion 80.6 63.5
Diffusion 86.4 69.3
Table 5.4: Different pseudo-label generation approaches.
Pseudo-label generation. In Table 5.4, we test diffusion process, query expansion, and
region-matching, respectively, for mining image similarity from the R-Paris dataset to
generate pseudo-labels for self-boosting. Compared with the case without self-boosting,
all of the three techniques can help to improve the quality of feature representation. Mean-
while, this self-boosting part in our framework is open to other similar techniques that can
mine additional information from a dataset.
5.4.4 Ablation study
In this section, two widely investigated properties of a retrieval model are tested.
Multi-scale representations. We resize the input images to different sizes, then feed
these images of different scales to the model, and finally average aggregate the global
features from multiple scales into a single feature. We test three scale combinations (as
seen in the first column in Table 5.5) and list the retrieval performance on INSTRE, R-
Oxford and R-Paris. The self-boosted model and Crow pooling are used to generate the
feature representation. Table 5.5 shows that, comparing with R-Oxford, R-Paris could
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Scales INSTRE Medium Hard
ROxford RParis ROxford RParis
1 92.5 73.5 86.4 51.0 69.3
1,1/
√
2 92.7 73.5 86.6 49.9 69.6
1,1/
√
2,1/2 92.5 72.3 86.5 47.7 69.6
Table 5.5: Different scales methods with self-boosting model. Crow pooling is used,
and the features of multiple scales are average aggregated.
Pooling INSTRE Medium Hard
ROxford RParis ROxford RParis
SPoC 88.5 71.1 84.7 46.0 66.6
R-MAC (l = 3) 92.7 65.5 85.7 35.5 68.3
Crow 92.5 73.5 86.4 51.0 69.3
GeM 94.1 71.3 85.5 46.3 68.0
Table 5.6: Different pooling methods with single scale.
benefit more from multiple-scale representations.
Pooling methods. we investigate different pooling methods on the self-boosted model
and report the performance in Table 5.6. In particular, GeM pooling is involved into the
training of self-boosting. For the first 15 epoch training, the GeM pooling is fixed. After
that, it is involved into parameter updating for the last 5 epoch training. Except GeM, all
the other pooling methods are only simply added during the evaluation stage. Roughly
speaking, we found that Crow pooling outperforms the others in most of time.
5.5 Conclusion
This work investigates the potential of a novel framework for instance image retrieval.
Different from the existing retrieval methods that use either external models or auxil-
iary labeled datasets, this framework purely learns feature representation from a given
retrieval dataset, with the goal to make it work best for retrieval on this specific dataset.
The investigation shows surprisingly good performance of this framework, which can be
comparable to the relevant state-of-the-art ones. This provides an attractive alternative
to the existing approach to learning feature representation for retrieval. A lot of future
work is worth exploring upon this new framework. Particularly, the retrieval datasets are
currently assumed to be static in this work. We will develop the online variants of this
framework to efficiently handle the insertion of new images to a given dataset.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis, and potential directions of future
work are then discussed.
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis focuses on improving instance image retrieval task from the direction on ex-
ploring and utilizing supervisory information within the given datasets. To achieve this
goal, three specific frameworks are proposed to promote the retrieval system from the
aspects of sample-adaptive similarity, unsupervised object discovery, and learning a CNN
model purely from within the dataset respectively. In particular, 1) proposing an effec-
tive framework to build query-adaptive similarity measure with its unique characteristic,
making the final ranking result more precise; 2) designing an framework to utilize a pre-
defined CNN model to explore more useful supervisory information to discover objects
for each dataset image to reduce the adverse impacts brought by the irrelevant clutters; 3)
proposing an framework to train a CNN model purely from within the given dataset but no
external datasets or annotations to extract reliable feature representations for the retrieval
task on the given dataset. To be more specific, this section will conclude the proposed
works in detail as follows.
• In Chapter 3, a query-adaptive similarity measure that is approximated by aggre-
gating the unique characteristic of each query-relevant sample is proposed. This
work focuses on mining the unique characteristic of each dataset image within it-
self based a pre-defined CNN based deep features offline. And the final purpose is
to efficiently build the unique characteristic of each query image online to obtain
a better similarity measure for this query. With this similarity measure, not only a
better conventional query expansion technique could be achieved but also a better
diffusion based re-ranking performance could be obtained. This result demonstrates
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the importance of searching more precise query-relevant samples and exploring the
unique characteristic of dataset images simultaneously.
• In Chapter 4, another aspect on exploring the dataset itself to provide useful super-
visor information to instruct further improve the retrieval performance is investi-
gated. In particular, a dataset-driven unsupervised object discovery framework that
cooperates with a pre-defined CNN deep feature is proposed. With this framework,
the objects for each dataset image could be effectively and efficiently discovered in
totally unsupervised manner. By doing so, not only the final retrieval performance
could be improved, but also the search experience of the users could be promoted
by displaying the matched query-relevant object.
• In Chapter5, a more extreme situation is put into consideration that, when there is
neither external dataset nor any human annotations but the given unlabeled retrieval
dataset itself, how to obtain a good retrieval performance on this dataset. To deal
with this situation, an effective framework to train a CNN model that learns purely
from within the given dataset itself is built. Specifically, this work demonstrates
that after simply applying general region proposal techniques on the dataset images,
then train the CNN model in self-supervised learning manner could obtain reliable
feature representations for image retrieval on this dataset. Furthermore, digging
more similarity relationship among the dataset images based on this features, and
utilize this relationship to generate a set of pseudo-label to instruct self-boosting the
initial model could further improve the capability of these features. The experimen-
tal study verifies the effectiveness of the proposed framework and gives a solution
to the realistic situation mentioned above.
6.2 Future Work
For the work in this thesis, its future research directions that could be further explored are
discussed as follows:
• On-the-fly learning. The biggest challenge for dataset-driven based methods, no
matter on the image retrieval or any other computer vision tasks, is that it usually
fails to deal with a dynamic dataset. Because the supervisory information used are
all explored from within the given dataset, when the dataset is changing, it could be
very difficult to make sure the mined information is still effective for the changed
dataset. Normally, a most straightforward solution is to explore the information
again from the changed dataset. But it will be much labor-intensive to deal with a
dynamic dataset that way when it changes all along, just like the dataset nowadays
(eg., users will provide with more and more their own images to a given dataset). To
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deal with this situation, a on-the-fly strategy should be built to dynamically modify
the learned framework or the mined supervisory information to make it easily to fit
with the updated dataset.
• Attention-based Global Model. Another important issue appeared in this research
is that, even though the object regions could be effectively discovered, and the final
performance could be dramatically improved. The storage and computation ex-
pense brought by the regions still largely damaged the efficiency of the obtained
retrieval system. However, when utilizing a global-based feature to represent the
dataset images, the objects within each image are easily adversely impacted each
other, making the global-based feature less reliable. So after the objects are discov-
ered, if an attention-based global model that makes these regions impacts each other
less enough to obtain a feature representation that is as capable as region-based one,
then the effectiveness and the efficiency could be achieved simultaneously.
• Generalization. The generalization of the methods obtained by the dataset-driven
framework is usually limited due to the insufficient available samples (only the ones
in the given dataset). In order to address this issue, how to utilize the mined super-
visory information to train the model in dataset-driven manner need to be further
discussed. Based on this, a flexible model that simulates the true distribution of the
samples in the given dataset is in urgent need to help improve the generalization or
avoid the over-fitting issue.
Moreover, the aforementioned three directions could also be combined together to fur-
ther benefit image retrieval task. In order to obtain a much more effective and efficient
retrieval system, the precise retrieval result, the good experience for the users, the gener-
alization of the model to any external datasets, and the good adaptation capability facing
with a dynamic dataset are all crucial factors. Currently, most of research cannot achieve
these factors together, restricting the development of the image retrieval task. Further-
more, the key of this research on dataset-driven based approach is to help better deal with
the situation more close to the reality. Different from the conventional train/val settings,
there are neither manual annotations nor external datasets to conduct supervised learning
to train a model for the feature extraction of image retrieval. Facing with this situation,
the dataset-driven based approach becomes a more reliable strategy to address the issues
of instance image retrieval.
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